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Integration of discrete charge storage in nanocrystals (NC) or dielectric traps is 
shown to alleviate limitations on tunnel oxide scaling and operational voltage 
reduction in conventional Flash memories. With the advantage of reduced voltages, 
NC-based memories become viable for integration in conventional SRAM cells to 
provide nonvolatile (NV) functionality. 10-transistor NV-SRAM cell was proposed 
and validated with SPICE-level simulations to provide useful guidelines into system 
level design of a nonvolatile microcontroller.    
However, discrete storage-based memory devices are known to increase 
variability in performance, restricting their progress towards full scale production. One 
method towards reducing variation investigates the effect of engineered nanopores in 
the tunnel oxide and charge-trap layer of Flash memory gate stack. Nanopores are 
shown to generate preferred tunneling paths for electron injection by field 
enhancement in the porous medium as well as render better retention characteristics to 
the memory at the expense of lower memory window. 
In order to propel Flash memory into the low-voltage and fast-programmable 
device regime, integration of ferroelectric (FE) thin film with discrete charge storage 
into a single hybrid memory device was proposed. Storage of gate-injected electrons 
adds to the memory window generated by ferroelectric polarization and reduces the 
depolarization field in the ferroelectric during retention. The first generation of these 
  
devices integrated ferroelectric PVDF polymer and HfO2 trap layer to demonstrate 
larger memory window and longer retention compared to conventional FE-FETs.  
The dynamics of ferroelectric switching in the hybrid gate stack naturally 
establishes a two-step program mechanism of faster polarization alignment followed 
by slower electron tunneling into the storage layer. This was verified by the 
fabrication of second generation of low-voltage hybrid devices with PZT thin film and 
Au NC. These devices demonstrated fast DRAM-like switching as well as slower 
Flash-like operation with distinct signatures from the two memory mechanisms in both 
program and retention dynamics. A statistical switching model describing ferroelectric 
switching was integrated in simulations for conventional Flash memory dynamics to 
corroborate the proposed dual-speed program mechanism in the hybrid device and 
provide realistic estimates of program and retention transients for the two distinct 
modes.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Arriving in the early 1980’s, Electrically Erasable Programmable (E2P) ROM 
Flash memories [1] have come a long way in the nonvolatile memory market that was 
primarily dominated by magnetic storage media. In their initial years, Flash memories 
were used with random access NOR architecture in computer boot drives and other 
read-only memory (ROM)-type applications. However, the last decade saw the second 
type of architecture for Flash, namely the NAND type, have an increasing impact on 
the state of electronic storage. Today, NAND Flash memories are ubiquitous in most 
mobile electronic devices like USB storage drives, gaming consoles and portable 
gadgets that include cell phones, music players and digital cameras. Regardless of the 
architecture, what make Flash memories so attractive are their extremely high bit-
densities, compact package size, robustness against mechanical shocks and efficient 
memory access operations. Flash memory technology is compatible with 
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processing that has benefitted 
them in lowering the production cost significantly.  Due to the regularity in their 
design, Flash memories have surpassed logic devices in their scaling and have truly 
become the semiconductor technology drivers.   The ever increasing demand for 
portable storage is helping push the cost per gigabyte ($/GB) for these memories to be 
comparable to traditional magnetic storage. Chip manufacturing industries like 
Samsung, Toshiba and Intel are already shipping NAND Flash memory solid state 
 2 
drives (SSDs) in the market, ushering in a new competition to hitherto exclusive 
magnetic hard-disk-drives (HDDs). 
 
Figure 1-1 (a) Circuit schematic of NAND Flash memory (b) TEM cross-section 
along a word-line for 2 Gb Samsung Flash memory [11]. 
 The relentless scaling of CMOS devices, including Flash memories, is fast 
approaching its physical limits and increasing device densities is getting increasingly 
difficult. Immense research has gone into investigating modifications to existing Flash 
design and material selection as well as proposing complete replacement to the current 
memory mechanism. Those involving modifications to the present design include 
substituting conventional polysilicon (poly-Si) floating gate with trapping dielectric 















metals [6] as charge storage media. On the other hand, memories with new operational 
principles aiming for Flash replacement include Phase Change random access memory 
(PC-RAM) [7], Ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM) [8], Resistive (Re) RAM [9] and 
Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) RAM [10].  
1.2 Fundamental limitations in Flash memory design 
Fig. 1-1 (a) shows the schematic of NAND Flash memory array. Every bitline 
(BL) consists of 16 (or 32) memory cells connected in series (logic NAND-like 
configuration). Fig 1-1 (b) depicts the TEM cross section of the NAND array along the 
word-line direction fabricated in 90 nm technology [11]. The memory cell consists of 
a floating gate, electrically isolated from the control gate at the top and the sensing 





poly-Si film. The bottom isolating oxide, also known as the tunnel oxide, is a 
thermally grown silicon dioxide and less than 100 Å in thickness. The top blocking 
oxide, known as the control dielectric or the inter-layer dielectric (ILD) is usually 
about twice as thick and consists of layers of oxide-nitride-oxide (ONO) stack for a 
larger effective dielectric constant and better chemical isolation from the control gate.  
Electrons from the sensing channel can be quantum mechanically tunneled in or 
out of the floating gate by applying a sizable positive or negative bias at the control 
gate, respectively. The cell experiences a low threshold voltage (VT) in the erased 
condition when no electrons are stored on the floating gate. The VT shifts to a higher 
value when the device is programmed by injection of inversion electrons from the 
channel into the floating gate.  
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The cell to cell spacing, known as the pitch of the cell, is defined by the 
technology node of the device and the current state of the art NAND Flash memories 
in production use a 32 nm technology [12]. Needless to say, the high aspect ratio of 
these devices poses a lot of challenges not only in the manufacturing of such densely 
packed arrays but also in their electrostatic coupling during memory operation. There 
are numerous difficulties that one runs into while designing these cells at such 
extremely small dimensions. We would point out a few most fundamental physical 
limitations that increasingly make tough challenges to scaling in the future technology 
nodes. The introduction of trap-based or NC-based floating gates comes as a natural 
progression in alleviating these limitations mentioned below. 
 
Figure 1-2 (a) Required FG height for acceptable cell interference and the resulting 
gate coupling ratio (GCR) [14] and (b) Floating gate coupling (per edge) from WL, 






a. FG – FG coupling 
The electrostatic potential of floating gates is susceptible to fluctuations due to 
capacitive coupling from floating gates in neighboring bitlines and wordlines [15].  
This is shown by the capacitive network in Fig.1-2 (a). Program/erase operation on 
neighboring cells tends to disturb the VT of the victim cells. This variation leads to 
increased errors in read operation by diminishing the read margin of the array. Further, 
it may become a significant concern in implementation of multi-level cells (MLC) that 
store more than one bit in each cell. Fig. 1-2 (b) shows the interference generated from 
each WL, BL and diagonal cell FG coupling normalized to the absolute threshold 
voltage [13]. The cell interference is seen to approach 50 % for 20 nm cell pitch.   
b. Gate Coupling Ratio (GCR) 
Gate Coupling Ratio (GCR) is defined as the amount of coupling seen from the 
control gate to the FG divided by the total capacitance measured at the FG. 






chFGFGFGSDFGCGFGT CCCCC  
(1) 
In scaled Flash memories consistent with ONO control oxide, parasitic coupling to 
source/drain (CFG-SD), channel (CFG-ch) and neighboring FGs (CFG-FG) do not scale to 
the same extent as coupling from the control gate (CFG-CG). The net effect of scaling to 
a lower technology node is therefore a reduction in GCR. GCR can be improved by 
realizing a tall FG and forming a cap-like control gate that boosts the coupling to the 
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FG. The increase in FG thickness however brings greater FG-FG coupling and also 
complicates high aspect ratio cell design. Further, sidewall wrapping of FG by control 
oxide is getting extremely difficult as cell pitch scales much faster than ONO 
thickness.  
c. Scaling limitation on bottom oxide 
The large flux of electrons in and out of the FG during program and erase generates 
enormous stress in the tunnel oxide [16]-[17]. Over repeated cycling, such oxides tend 
to generate trap sites which aid in the leakage of the stored electrons during retention. 
This is called as stress induced leakage current (SILC). Increased electric field on the 
bottom oxides can also lead to hard breakdown that generates a conducting path 
between the FG and the channel. One leakage path is sufficient to drain the entire 
charge on the conductive poly-Si FG. Given all the above reasons, in achieving a 10-
year retention with a low bit error rate, bottom oxides are not deemed as reliable 
below 80-90 Å thickness. This restricts the scaling of program and erase voltages even 
as the lateral dimensions continue to scale.  
Electrostatics during program and erase in Flash memories is as important as 
that for logic devices. Thickness of the control oxide is chosen to have an acceptable 
GCR as well as block any electron current during program, erase and retention 
operations. Limitation on scaling of tunnel oxide stands out to be the primary 
bottleneck in scaling vertical dimensions in the gate stack for future generations of 
flash memories.  
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Figure 1-3 (a) Schematic of NC Flash memory (b) Cross-sectional scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image of 6 nm diameter spherical Au NCs 










However, FGs can be made non-conducting by introducing dielectrics like 
silicon nitride [18] or aluminum oxide [19] that capture electrons at their interfaces or 
in the bulk volume. Alternatively, FGs can be comprised of NCs of semiconductors or 
metals. Charge captured on the trap-site or NC is localized and unaffected by leakage 
path generated at some other site. Thus, in the event of a localized oxide breakdown, 
only the charge surrounding the breakdown location is lost from the FG. In other 
words, FGs become immune to breakdown and SILC effects in the bottom oxide. This 
is the primary advantage in replacing conducting poly-Si FG with traps or NCs in 
future Flash technologies.   Additionally, the poly-Si floating gate being highly 
conductive is prone to a higher FG-FG coupling coefficient. Insulating dielectrics with 
traps or NCs embedded inside the control oxide have a reduced capacitive coupling to 
FGs of the neighboring cells. Specifically, trap-sites or NCs only at the edges of the 
FG couple strongly to those in the neighboring cells; the rest of the trap-sites or NCs 
experience lower coupling from the adjacent FGs.  
1.3 NC Flash Memory  
Since their inception in the early 90’s [20], NC-based memories have continued to 
stay in fashion on account of their promise in reaching full scale production at scaled 
nodes. Research on room temperature single electron effects and their sensing [21]-
[22] was also the primary focus in developing these memories. In the span of fifteen 
years, there has been a considerable effort in unraveling the complete parameter space 
for design and fabrication of efficient and reliable NC-based Flash memories. Fig. 1-3 
(a) presents the schematic of NC-based Flash memory and Fig. 1-4 (b) shows a high 
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resolution TEM image of 8 nm Ag NCs embedded in silicon dioxide dielectric.  
Immense research has been conducted in the past 10 years to establish semiconductor 
and metal NC Flash as a possible replacement to continuous floating gate Flash device 
[24]-[38]. The advantages of NC-based Flash memories may be summarized as 
follows: 
a. Immunity against SILC enables scaling of tunnel oxide in NC-Flash below 70 
Å. A thin tunnel oxide provides faster program and erase operations at reduced 
voltages. With a tunnel oxide thickness scaled below 30 Å, direct tunneling of 
electrons from the channel to the NCs becomes possible during program and 
erase. An electron undergoing direct tunneling does not enter the conduction 
band of the tunneling medium and hence offers lesser stress even after repeated 
cycling.  
b. Charge localization on NCs lowers FG-FG coupling between the neighboring 
cells. This helps reduce the read disturb and improves the statistical 
distribution in VT of densely packed arrays. 
c. NCs are seen to have 3D geometries in a 2D assembly over the tunnel oxide 
[25]-[26]. They perturb the electric field around them, enhancing it in some 
places and diminishing it in other. The magnitude and location of enhancement 
depends on the dielectric constants of the NC and the dielectric surrounding it. 
This electrostatic enhancement is shown to offer higher programming 
efficiencies in NC Flash devices. 
d.   NC material selection is critical to retention characteristics of the device. A 
semiconductor (like Ge) or metal (like Pt) having conduction band offset with 
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Si provides deeper electron confinement inside the NC quantum well. This aids 
longer retention of stored charge [31]. 
e. Quantum confinement effect added to energy separation by Coulomb blockade 
may introduce a possibility step charging in NCs, an effect that would greatly 
benefit MLC implementation in NAND arrays [39].  
1.4 The Energy, Voltage and Speed Dilemma 
As the new disruptive memory technologies try to grab their piece of the 
nonvolatile memory market pie, let us put all the existing technologies in production 
today as well as in research into perspective. As the memory market proceeds to 
accommodate the demands of the mobile computing market in the next 10 years, there 
are a few performance benchmarks that need to be satisfied before their translation 
into full-scale manufacturing. They can be mainly placed into three categories: 
a. Speed 
Image and video processing applications that contribute to a majority of the memory 
storage capacity require extremely high bandwidths with minimal read/write latencies. 
The system-level speed of the memory technology not only depends on the individual 
program-erase time for the single device but also the array architecture and read-out 
circuitry. For example, a NAND-like configuration is inherently slower in read 






The large asymmetry in program versus retention time arrives with a large energy 
overhead during P/E operations. This energy can be roughly estimated by the Joule 
heat (V*I*tPROG) produced by the device. For two terminal devices like ReRAM, and 
PCRAM, that require large bias current (> 10 µA) during P/E [40], the energy 
overhead can often be demanding. For three terminal devices like Flash, majority of 
the power is expended in maintaining high voltages at the charge pumps. In mobile 
applications, the energy source is usually limited to a small battery and large P/E 
energy overhead is strictly undesirable.  
c. Voltage 
The aforementioned asymmetry in program and retention may alternatively be 
achieved by applying a large voltage. This is accomplished in conventional Flash 
devices that require > 20 V on the word lines during P/E operations. Although there is 
no bias current consumed at every cell level, on chip voltage amplifiers account for the 
majority of the power consumption. For a typical charge pump, the energy efficiency 
reduces with increase in the voltage amplification as well as with larger capacitance at 
the pumping node.  
For every memory technology, the three criteria presented above are always 
competing against one another during optimization of performance. To understand the 
trade-offs involved, we need to classify the existing technologies based on the memory 
mechanisms and the sensing methodologies.  
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Figure 1-4 Overview of all existing memory technologies in production and research 
and their categorization based on device architecture and sensing methodology. 
1.5 Competing Memory Technologies 
 According to the P/E mechanism and the read-out characteristics, the device 
architecture of all existing memory technologies can be divided into three types, as 
shown in Figure 1-4: 
a. Transconductance-based sensing 
These memory technologies have an underlying FET that senses the change in 
conductance of the channel. Evidently, this change in conductance is established by 
either a charge storage mechanism like Flash or a charge separation mechanism like 
polarization alignment in a ferroelectric (FE) film integrated in the FE-FET gate stack 
[41]-[43]. The transconductance-based device architecture allows non-destructive 
read-out with minimal interference of P/E to the sensing methodology.  
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Conventional Flash memories require over 25 V of P/E operating voltages. With the 
advent of NC Flash devices, these voltages have been demonstrated to scale below 10 
V. However, charge injection through tunneling is an inherently slow process and 
therefore program speeds are often restricted above 10-100 µs. FE-FETs, on the other 
hand, have been shown to operate at moderate voltages (5-15 V). Polarization 
switching in inorganic oxides like PZT and SBT may be achieved below 100 ns, 
making FE-FETs viable for storage class memory applications [44]-[46]. However, 
the switching field asymmetry during short program and short retention time scales is 
inherently low in ferroelectric films. The depolarization field generated in the 
ferroelectric during retention condition is often comparable to the coercive field and 
opposes the direction of the remanent polarization. This depolarization effect tends to 
promote back-switching in the aligned atomic dipoles and reduce the memory window 
of the FE-FET [47]-[48]. 
b. Displacement-based sensing 
Ferroelectric RAM devices [49] measure the displacement current across the 
ferroelectric capacitors to distinguish between the two polarization states similar to 
DRAM operation. These memories are suitable for low voltage and low density 




Figure 1-5 Comparison of energy required per bit during P/E operation and read-
write (RW) speeds for all existing nonvolatile technologies 
 
c. Resistance change-based sensing 
These are the new emerging two-terminal memory technologies which rely on 
resistance switching between two stable states. The mechanism of switching differs 
from phase change in PCRAM, change in spin polarized tunneling current by reversal 
of magnetization in MTJ devices and electromigration or nano-filament growth in 
ReRAM devices. The simple crossbar architecture, fast switching speeds (~0.1-1 µs) 
and low voltage requirement of such devices makes them attractive for high-density 
integration [50]. However, each one of these devices relies on the bias current flowing 


































devices is about three orders of magnitude higher than that in Flash. Figure 1-5 depicts 
energy and P/E speeds of all existing technologies and their primary impediments (if 
any) towards their commercialization.   
1.6 Scope of this work and Chapter Organization  
Flash memory offers the unique advantage of large memory window, long 
retention and easy CMOS integration which makes it competitive to other emerging 
technologies. However, we need to address the inherent limitation of slow program 
and erase speeds in these devices.   The scope of this thesis focuses on various 
techniques to improve the program to retention ratio in charge-trap and NC-based 
Flash memories.  
Chapter 2 investigates the possibility of nonvolatile (NV) SRAM circuit [51] 
based on NC Flash memory for applications in circuits that experience frequent power 
outages and therefore require instant nonvolatility to preserve the current state in the 
register files and program counter of the microprocessor.  
Chapter 3 studies the effect of ordered nanopores in the Flash memory tunnel 
oxide and storage layer in order to improve the program efficiencies and retention 
times [52]. The chapter details the electrostatic effects generated by nanoporosity, 
their impact on P/E and retention characteristics as well as a unique method of 
integration of ordered nanopores by block copolymer self-assembly in the Flash 
memory gate stack.  
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The remainder of the thesis then focuses on combining the two transconductance-
based memory devices, namely Flash and FE-FETs to propose a new hybrid memory 
device. Chapter 4 explains the device design of the novel ferroelectric and charge 
hybrid nonvolatile memory and the rationale behind the complementary advantages 
offered by the two memory mechanisms [53]. 1-D electrostatic simulations are also 
presented to quantify the benefits derived from the hybrid mechanism. Chapter 5 
focuses on the first generation of hybrid devices fabricated with PVDF copolymer as 
the ferroelectric and HfO2 thin film as the charge trap layer [54]. The measurement 
results clearly established the superiority of the proposed device over conventional 
FE-FETs with larger memory window and longer retention times.  
During program operation, the hybrid memory is shown to undergo unique 
dynamics in evolution of the electric field in the ferroelectric and the tunnel oxide.  
Electric field at the start of the program operation is shown to be enhanced in the 
ferroelectric and diminished in the tunnel oxide. This condition is however reversed, 
once sufficient polarization aligns to the applied program bias, naturally establishing a 
two-step program process: 1) fast DRAM-like mode arising from ferroelectric 
switching with limited retention and 2) slower Flash-like mode resulting from gate-
injection of electrons into floating nodes that adds to the memory window in the 
DRAM mode and improves retention. Fabrication and measurement results 
confirming this dual mode hybrid memory device under low-voltage operation 
(second generation) by PZT and Au NC integration is presented in Chapter 6 [55]. 
Chapter 7 explains a generalized methodology to model the dynamics of program and 
retention characteristics in the hybrid devices. The model confirms the dual-speed 
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program process and the predicted trends show reasonable agreement with 
measurements performed on PZT and Au NC hybrid devices [56]. 
Chapter 8 highlights the main contributions of this work as well as provides 
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CHAPTER 2 NONVOLATILE SRAM CIRCUIT USING LOW VOLTAGE 
NANOCRYSTAL PMOS FLASH 
 
2.1 Abstract 
This chapter presents a new nonvolatile SRAM design that incorporates low 
voltage nanocrystal PMOS Flash transistors. The design enables global store, restore 
and erase operation with negligible penalty on regular SRAM operation. Store/erase 
operations also do not consume power except in possible charge pump circuits. Circuit 
simulations based on experimental I-V characteristics demonstrate that 10 s 
store/erase operation at ± 6 V is sufficient for correct restoration of the stored bit even 
under reasonable process variation.  
2.2 Introduction 
Low power systems with unreliable power supplies can greatly benefit from 
nonvolatile (NV) SRAMs. Instance check-pointing can eliminate static power 
consumption and enable continuous operation across power supply failures. Several 
designs that incorporate Resistive (Re) RAM [1]-[3], Phase Change (PC) RAM [4], 
Magnetic (M) RAM [5] and Ferroelectric memory [6] with SRAMs have been 
previously proposed. Although ReRAM and PCRAM provide low voltage operation, 
they rely on accurate high current pulses to switch their nonvolatile states. This puts 
additional burden over the on-chip power supply as well as increases design 
complexity of peripheral circuitry. In order to be truly viable, NV-SRAMs must not 
only be CMOS compatible but also have minimal performance and power overheads.  
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In the last decade, NAND Flash memory has proved to be the single most driving 
force in enabling high density nonvolatile storage in mobile applications. The high 
voltage program and erase operation for these Flash devices however necessitates off-
chip data storage. This chapter proposes a novel NV-SRAM design which integrates 
low voltage nanocrystal (NC) Flash in every cell [7]. The circuit enables regular 
SRAM operation in stable power supply as well as performs store, restore and erase 
operations through globally generated interrupts to enable seamless computation over 
subsequent power suspensions. The design shows great potential for embedded SoC 
applications that inherit unstable power supply and therefore require low power and 
low voltage operation.  
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.3 discusses NC Flash briefly; 
Section 2.4 describes NV-SRAM design and operation, Section 2.5 evaluates 
performance characteristics, Section 2.6 illustrates dependence of store/erase time on 
process variation to ensure correct restoration and lastly, Section 2.7 validates low 
power advantage of using NC Flash.  
2.3 Nanocrystal Flash 
To ensure ten year retention of the stored charge, scaling of tunnel oxide in 
conventional polysilicon floating gate Flash is restricted to 7-9 nm owing to stress 
induced leakage currents. This constraint can however be eliminated by use of discrete 
charge storage floating gates like nitride traps [8] or nanocrystals (NCs) [9]. Reducing 
tunnel oxide thickness to 2-3 nm can bring down program/erase voltages of such 
devices below 8 V [7].  Further, metal NCs provide significant electric field 
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enhancement in the tunnel oxide during program/erase assisting faster store/erase 
operation [10]. On chip high voltage generation of such magnitudes is achievable 
through charge pump circuits powered by supply voltage. Since the high voltages 
generated by charge pumps falls across a high impedence gate of Flash device, they 
can be designed efficiently for minimal power dissipation.  
 
Figure 2-1 Schematic of NC PMOS Flash device incorporating metal NCs as nano-
floating gates 
 
Fig. 2-1 shows the schematic of PMOS NC Flash device. The PMOS NC Flash 
is programmed by applying a high positive voltage (~ 6 V) which puts the device in 
deep accumulation and enables tunneling of electrons from the n-substrate to the 
floating NC gate. Trapped electrons in the NCs favor easier depletion in the channel 
with applied negative bias (- 1 V with respect to bulk), shifting the threshold voltage 
in the positive direction (VTH of PMOS is negative). The device is erased by applying 
a high negative voltage on the gate which pushes the electrons trapped in the NCs 
back to the substrate and restores VTH.  
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Figure 2-2 Simulated VTH against program/erase time for NC PMOS Flash 
incorporated in the NV-SRAM circuit 
 
NC devices are shown achieve fast program/erase at low operating voltages as 
well as achieve a ten year retention mark. Memory window ( VTH) against 
program/erase time is modeled based on experimental measurements performed on 
NC Flash devices on NMOS substrates and following the procedure outlined in [11]. 
Fig. 2-2 illustrates the simulation of memory window for three different program/erase 
voltages against time. The device is seen to achieve VTH of 0.5 V with a program 
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2.4 NV-SRAM Design and Operation 
Fig. 2-3 presents the NV-SRAM design with NC PMOS Flash transistors. 
Nodes Q and Qb are loaded with the Flash transistors controlled by the PE (program-
erase) signal. They are accessed by the NMOS transistors driven by EN signal. Circuit 
simulations are performed in SPICE with 70 nm BSIM3v3 model [12]-[13] and low 
power (high VTH) design at VDD = 1 V operation. The following subsections explain 
the working of the cell in detail.  
 
Figure 2-3 NV-SRAM cell integrating NC PMOS Flash devices controlled by the PE 
signal. They are accessed through NMOS pass transistors enabled by EN. 




Figure 2-4 (a) Timing diagram for POWER UP operation. The cell stores bit ‘1’ (Q = 


























































































































2.4.1. REGULAR Operation 
The PMOS Flash transistors as well as the NMOS access transistors are turned 
off in REGULAR operation (EN = 0 V; PE = 1 V). The cell therefore resembles a 
volatile SRAM barring the extra capacitive loading at nodes Q and Qb.  
2.4.2. STORE Operation 
The memory controller initializes the STORE operation on sensing power 
supply failure. During this operation the WL is disabled and EN is enabled. The body 
bias of the PMOS Flash is now controlled by the respective Q or Qb node. A suitable 
program voltage (5 – 7 V) is applied on PE leading to tunneling of accumulated 
electrons into the floating NC gates. The tunneling flux of electrons is exponentially 
dependent on the voltage drop between the body and the floating NC gate of the 
PMOS Flash transistors. Therefore, the PMOS Flash with ‘LOW’ body bias is 
‘programmed’ by exponentially higher electron injection than the other Flash device. 
VTH of the programmed device shifts significantly in the positive direction. Both the 
PMOS Flash transistors remain in accumulation (switched off) and the cell does not 
consume any bias current through the Q and Qb branch, in exception to any 
subthreshold leakage. At the end of the STORE operation (~ 10 s), the Flash 
transistors acquire a significantly different VTH and the cell is ready to be powered 
down.  
2.4.3. POWER UP Operation 
The POWER UP operation achieves the restoration of the stored state in every 
cell immediately after revival of the power supply. Fig. 2-4(a) shows the detailed 
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sequence of control signals performing this global restoration. The POWER UP 
sequence begins with the precharge (PreQ) cycle, during which nodes Q and Qb are 
precharged to VDD/2 by enabling all the WLs. This is followed by switching the EN 
signal as well the power supply VDD in the restore cycle. The EN signal puts the 
access NMOS transistor in above threshold regime. The resistance of nodes Q and Qb 
to ground is therefore determined by the subthreshold leakage through their respective 
PMOS Flash transistors. The ‘programmed’ Flash offers lower subthreshold resistance 
to ground node. The internal feedback generated between nodes Q and Qb by the cross 
coupled inverter pair amplifies this asymmetry to restore ‘LOW’ state in the 
‘programmed’ PMOS Flash branch. The cell resumes normal (REGLAR) operation 
from the subsequent cycle. 
The time elapsed in amplifying the small resistive difference into rail to rail 
output depends on the VTH difference between the ‘programmed’ and the ‘non-
programmed’ PMOS Flash as well as the small signal gain of the inverters. For the 
low power (high VTH) design in our cells, this time is observed to be 200 - 400 ps, but 
may be reduced significantly by using high performance transistor design in the 
inverter pairs. 
2.4.4. ERASE Operation 
The ERASE operation restores the VTH of all PMOS Flash transistors. The 
asymmetry in ‘programmed’ and ‘non-programmed’ PMOS Flash does not participate 
in the REGULAR operation of the SRAM cell. Therefore, the memory controller has 
the liberty to perform ERASE during periods of low power utilization. Figure 2-4(b) 
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presents the timing diagram of the cell during ERASE operation. A suitable high 
negative voltage is applied at PE (-6 to -8 V) causing electrons trapped in floating NCs 
to tunnel back to the substrate. The PMOS Flash device is in deep inversion (low 
resistance) during this operation. The NMOS access transistor is tuned off (EN = 0 V) 
to ensure no bias current flows in either of the branches. Hence, no additional power is 
expended on erasing the stored state of the cell except in the high voltage charge pump 
circuits. The ERASE operation returns the VTH of all PMOS Flash devices to the ‘non-
programmed’ state. 
 











REGULAR 1  1/0  1  0  
6 % performance penalty to 
read/write 
STORE 1  0  5 to 6  1  
Program time ~10 – 100 s; 





1  0 to -1  1  VDD enabled 1 cycle after PreQ 
ERASE 1  1/0  -6 to -7  0  
Erase time ~10 – 100 s; Runs 
parallel to REGULAR operation 
with minimal power overhead 
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The NMOS access transistors also achieve a dual purpose. They decouple the 
ERASE operation from the normal functioning of the SRAM cell; in other words 
allow REGULAR operation to run in parallel to ERASE. Fig. 2-4(b) shows the write 
(WR) cycles performed in parallel with ERASE. The bulk and source potential of the 
PMOS Flash devices (nodes enQ and enQb) is held at ground potential due to the 
highly conductive inversion layer in the device. 
It should be noted that PMOS Flash cannot be replaced with conventional NMOS 
Flash device. PMOS (NMOS) Flash maintains a high resistance state during program 
(erase) and a low resistance state during erase (program). This inherent difference 
makes PMOS inevitable to disable any static current during STORE and ERASE 
operation. Table 2-1 summarizes all the operations of the proposed NV-SRAM. 
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2.5 Performance Evaluation 
The NV-SRAM design achieves nonvolatile backup and restore by means of 
globally controlled STORE, POWER UP and ERASE operations at negligible power 
penalty. The cell footprint is larger by 4 minimum sized transistors. Circuit 
simulations were performed at 1 GHz clock frequency, although this is not restricted 
by the capacitive loading at Q and Qb nodes. Frequency of operation is set by the low 
power (high VTH) transistor switching time. The capacitive loading however is seen to 







Figure 2-5 Dependence of minimum program time (STORE operation) on worst case 
(strong-p, weak-n) (a) VTH mismatch and (b) area mismatch in inverter pair. 
Dependence of minimum time for STORE operation on (c) VTH and (d) area 
mismatch in PMOS Flash transistors. 
2.6 Process Variation and Circuit Performance 
In the event of power suspension, the memory controller must utilize the 
remaining stored energy efficiently to maximize the backup volume of the current 
system state. In other words, time expended in high voltage STORE operation must be 
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the stored bit in the subsequent POWER UP operation, is determined by the degree of 
matching in transistor pairs within a cell.  
Transistors in a single cell are subject to area and VTH mismatch as a result of 
process variation. Therefore, difference in resistance to ground node seen from Q and 
Qb nodes during POWER UP operation must be sufficient to overpower any opposing 
latch-up condition occurring in the cross-coupled inverter pair due to device 
mismatch. Fig. 2-5(a) shows the dependence of minimum time for program to 
compensate for opposing latch-up in the worst case VTH mismatch (strong-p and 
weak-n or vice versa) in inverter transistors. Fig. 2-5(b) illustrates the same constraint 
under worst case area mismatch in inverter transistors.  
Fig. 2-5(c) and 2-5(d) demonstrate the minimum time required in STORE 
operation under VTH and area mismatch in PMOS Flash transistor for correct 
restoration of the stored bit. Since program time has an inverse exponential relation 
with program voltage, VTH variation is seen to be critical to minimum program time 




Figure 2-6 Simulation showing reduction in minimum time of STORE operation 
with decreasing PE bias 
 
Flash devices are prone to VTH variation due to effective oxide thickness 
fluctuation. During POWER UP, PMOS Flash operates in subthreshold and is the 
most resistive device in the ground path. This resistance decreases exponentially with 
the applied negative bias at PE and may compensate for device mismatch effectively. 
In other words, the asymmetry in the conductance to ground node can be boosted by 
applying a small negative bias on PE (but still keeping the device in subthreshold) 
which helps overpower opposing force resulting from inverter mismatch. This helps 
bring down the lower bound on STORE operation time. Fig. 2-6 illustrates the 
reduction in program time with applied negative bias at PE during POWER UP for a 




























Figure 2-7 Leakage power during ERASE operation due to VTH lowering in the 
NMOS access transistor 
 
Leakage characteristics of NMOS access transistor become critical during 
ERASE operation. As seen from Fig. 2-7, low VTH of the access transistor results in 
exponentially higher power dissipation stemming from the leakage through the device. 
NMOS access transistors should be designed to provide low leakage at zero bias (VTH 













































Table 2-2 Comparative Study of Estimated Power Dissipation during STORE 










This work 0.075 
  
2.7 Power Evaluation 
The STORE and ERASE operations in the proposed NV-SRAM design offer 
negligible power overhead at the cell level. Most other designs that incorporate 
ReRAM, PCRAM or MRAM consume high bias currents during these operations 
[14]-[15]. Delivering precise high bias currents introduces complexity of current 
mirrors, temperature compensation techniques and variable I-R drops in the word 
lines. On the other hand, generation of on-chip high voltages is well established by 
efficient charge pump designs [16]. This unique advantage in our design presents no 
additional complexity to the peripheral circuitry including decoder design. 
Power estimates for the proposed design were performed with charge pump 
circuits included in the design. Table 2-2 presents a comparative summary of 
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estimated energy dissipation at 70 nm node for STORE operation against proposed 
NV-SRAM design which includes the high PE generating charge pumps.  
2.8 Conclusion 
This work has proposed a new low power low voltage NV-SRAM design with 
global STORE, RESTORE and ERASE operations with minimal power overhead. The 
minimum time required for critical STORE operation was evaluated under process 
variations. It offers 10 s store/erase at ± 6 V operation with no additional cell level 
power dissipation.  The design shows promise in low power embedded SoC 
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This chapter investigates the effects of controlled nanoporosity in the tunnel 
oxide and the storage layer of charge–trap–based nonvolatile memory. Electric field 
and the resulting tunneling current is enhanced in regions between the nanopores 
(NPs), thereby constraining the location for charge capture. Aluminosilicate films with 
8–10 nm diameter NP arrays formed using block copolymer self–assembly were 
integrated in the Flash memory gate stack. Samples with NPs demonstrated higher 
injection efficiency, lower memory window and longer retention over control devices 
without NPs. Measurement of conductance through the NP–film confirmed the strong 
enhancement observed in program efficiencies.  
3.2 Introduction 
The conventional poly–Si floating gate Flash memory scaling is soon predicted 
to reach its fundamental scaling limitations. Inter–cell coupling due to floating gate 
interference can cause severe read and program failures [1]. The high program/erase 
(P/E) voltages applied between adjacent word lines severely affect the oxide reliability 
as cell–pitch continues to scale below 20 nm [2]. Discrete charge storage in 
nanocrystals or thin dielectric traps–layers alleviates this limitation to an extent, by 
enabling aggressive scaling of the tunnel oxide [3]-[5]. As lateral dimensions keep 
shrinking, variability in device performance becomes the key bottleneck towards 
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commercialization of such new technologies. Specifically for trap–based memories 
like SONOS [5], TANOS [6] and other dielectrics with high trap densities, the discrete 
nature of the electron trapping and detrapping event results in inherent statistical 
variation of observed memory window [7] (ΔVTH). One of the primary reasons for 
such variability is the uncertainty in the charge–trap location during each P/E cycle. 
Further, trap sites also have a statistical spread in their capture cross–sections and 
trap–energy levels with significant dependence on process parameters. Lastly, the 
location of the trap–site also influences the ease of capture and the resulting ΔVTH of 
the programmed cell. For example, electron capture is favored at the edge traps along 
the active area due to the enhanced fringing fields. Also, electron trapped at the 
source–injection barrier is likely to generate higher ΔVTH than other sites [8]. Such 
effects become increasingly dominant with shrinking device geometry.  
This chapter studies the effects of spatial asymmetry in the electric field during 
P/E operations on charge–trap memory by engineered nanopores (NPs). Ordered 
porosity in the trap layer was introduced by block copolymer self–assembly [9] over 
the tunnel oxide in the gate stack. In recent years, researchers have demonstrated block 
copolymer self–assembly as a viable option for low–cost bottoms–up electronics [10]. 
Particularly, this approach was successfully used in obtaining ordered arrays of metal 
nanocrystals [11]-[12]. This work modifies the same method to produce 8–10 nm 
diameter NP arrays embedded in aluminosilicate matrix over the tunnel oxide.  NP 
charge–trap devices were benchmarked against control devices without NPs by CV 
measurements to evaluate the effect of porosity on ΔVTH and retention [13]. Pulsed 
program measurements were used to quantify the enhancement in electrostatics and 
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the resulting influence on tunneling efficiencies.  Conductance measured directly 
through the spun cast aluminosilicate film provided useful insights on the influence of 
NPs in charge transport mechanisms during program and retention states.  
 
 
Figure 3-1 Overview of all the devices fabricated with the self assembly process.  
Sample devices with NPs (w/i NP) as well as control devices without NPs (w/o NPs) 
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Figure 3-2 (a) Electric potential contours for the aluminosilicate (AlSiO) sample NP 
memory structure with 2 nm SiO2 tunnel dielectric (shown in Fig. 3-1) during program 
condition. (b) Vertical electric field along cut lines (shown in Fig. 3-2 (a)) in the NP 
gate stack. Electron capture is preferred in high-field regions between the NPs. (c) A 
representative SEM image of a calcined aluminosilicate film revealing 8–10 nm NPs. 
3.3 Electrostatics Effects 
  Fig. 3-1 portrays the schematic of the fabricated memory gate stacks and 
leakage measurement structures. Memory gate stacks comprised of 2 nm SiO2 
(simulated in Fig. 3-2 (a) and (b)) or 3 nm Al2O3 as tunnel dielectric. Sample devices 
with nanopores (w/i NP) consisted of 8–10 nm diameter NPs in aluminosilicate matrix 
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devices consisted of homogeneous aluminosilicate matrix without nanopores (w/o 
NP). Al2O3 was chosen as the control dielectric with 28 nm thickness. For leakage 
measurement structures, self–assembly was performed on 3 nm thermal SiO2 followed 
by deposition of 5 nm ALD Al2O3 capping layer. Measurements from an ideal 
tunneling structure that replaced the aluminosilicate film with thermal SiO2 were used 
to benchmark the leakage through the spun–cast layer. 
Fig. 3-2 (a) depicts the simulation of potential contours during program 
condition for the memory gate stack with NPs assembled over 2–nm SiO2 tunnel 
oxide. The simulation assumes 8–nm diameter NPs arranged in hexagonal symmetry 
over the tunnel oxide with 14 nm center to center spacing. The NPs perturb the electric 
field in the surrounding medium, diminishing the strength in the regions facing the 
gate or substrate and enhancing it in regions between the pores. Fig. 3-2 (b) shows the 
vertical electric field on cut lines at various positions, as displayed in Fig. 3-2 (a). The 
electric field is significantly enhanced on cut lines passing through the NPs due to the 
contrast in their dielectric constant from the surrounding medium. However, the 
vacuum barrier prevents any significant electron tunneling through such paths. For 
regions between the NPs, the improvement in electric field for SiO2 can be about 25 % 
compared to homogenous dielectrics (without NPs), as confirmed from Fig. 3-2 (b). 
Carrier injection efficiency is exponentially dependent on the electric field in the 
barrier [14]-[15]. This inhomogeneity therefore strongly favors electron tunneling and 
capture between the pores, and thereby helps pinning their capture location. 
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The effect of enhancement is proportional to the difference in the dielectric 
constants of the NP and the surrounding medium and is expected to be larger for high-
k nanoporous dielectrics like silicon nitride or hafnium oxide. It should be noted that 
the carrier injection efficiency improves in regions between the NPs in spite of the 
reduction in total EOT for the NP–gate–stack. The position, diameter and the spacing 
between the NPs are crucial to the magnitude of improvement in electron tunneling 
efficiency. For SiO2 tunnel barrier (ΔEC ~ 3 eV) and program field of 6 MV/cm, the 
tunneling distance through the barrier is ~ 5 nm.  Any field enhancement generated in 
the gate stack beyond this distance from the channel will have no effect on the 
injection efficiency. Therefore, reducing the distance of the NP matrix from the 
channel would boost program speeds. Secondly, the maximum improvement in 
electric field is achieved in the plane containing the centers of the NPs. Hence, smaller 
diameter of NPs (4–6 nm) would lead to larger enhancement over homogenous 
injection. Further, increasing NP density (reducing NP spacing at constant NP 
diameter) also increases the peak field at the expense of smaller available area for 
electron injection. These factors need careful scrutiny in optimization of memory 
performance. 
3.4 Block Copolymer Self Assembly of Nanopores 
Self-assembly process was used to generate thin films, with controlled and 
uniformly distributed NPs across the substrate area, for device fabrication. Monolayer 
thin films (thickness ~ 10–12 nm) were prepared using self-assembly of pluronic F127 
block copolymer surfactants (polyethylene oxide (PEO)101-b-polypropylene oxide 
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(PPO)56-b-polyethylene oxide (PEO)101) to structure direct sol-gel derived 
aluminosilicate nanoparticles (8:2, wt:wt, Si:Al) [9], [16]-[17]. A dilute solution (0.7 
wt%) of F127 polymer and pre-hydrolyzed aluminosilicate nanoparticles (2-5 nm) in 
1:6 weight ratio in tetrahydrofuran (THF) was prepared and then spun cast on silicon 
wafers (at 2000 rpm for 60 seconds) followed by heat treatment (130 ˚C under vacuum 
for 60 minutes) to remove residual solvents and cross-link the aluminosilicate 
nanoparticles. The volume fraction of polymer and aluminosilicate was controlled to 
target spherical phase with PPO block forming hexagonally packed spheres in a matrix 
of PEO and aluminosilicate nanoparticles. The samples were then coated with a 
capping layer of Al2O3 (5 nm) deposited using ALD process. Following this, the films 
were calcined under air (heat treated to burn off the organics) at 500 ˚C for 30 minutes 
to open up pores within the aluminosilicate matrix. Fig. 3-2 (c) shows the SEM image 
of the calcined film (without the capping layer) revealing ~8-10 nm diameter NPs in 





which accounts for ~ 20 % porosity. Furthermore, 23 nm of ALD Al2O3 was deposited 
at 300 ºC to serve as the control dielectric. Devices were patterned with Al as the 




Figure 3-3 (a) VTH against VPROG for memory structures in Fig. 3-1 (b) VFB plotted 
for sample (w/i NP) and control (w/o NP) device against program pulse time (tPROG) 
for VPROG = 16 V and 18 V (both devices shows the same initial VFB) 
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Figure 3-3 (a) VTH against VPROG for memory structures in Fig. 3-1. All 
samples showed channel injection of electrons. NP samples consistently showed lower 
VTH against control samples due to smaller trapping volume in the charge storage 
layer.   (b) VFB plotted for sample (w/i NP) and control (w/o NP) device against 
program pulse time (tPROG) for VPROG = 16 V and 18 V (both devices shows the same 
initial VFB). NP–devices show higher injection efficiency than control devices (w/o 
NPs) for smaller VFB, indicating improved electrostatics for electron capture. 





Figure 3-4 (a) Retention time measurements on memory structures with 2 nm SiO2 
tunnel dielectric. (b) Leakage current through spun cast films (both with and without 
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3.5 Measurement Results 
The low temperature processing of the aluminosilicate film naturally lead to 
numerous defect sites and charge capture locations in its bulk and therefore acted as an 
electron–trap–layer. Fig. 3-3 (a) depicts the ΔVTH in all samples for various program 
voltages (VPROG). Control devices (without NPs) exhibited larger ΔVTH than samples 
with NPs for both types of tunnel dielectrics. ΔVTH observed in devices with NPs at 
high VPROG (> 15 V) is about half compared to the control devices. A larger trapping 
volume in control devices results in a higher density of stored electrons.  
Pulsed program measurements were performed on both devices to estimate 
efficiency of electron injection during program operation. Fig. 3-3 (b) illustrates the 
flat band shift (ΔVFB) against program time (tPROG) for sample and control devices 
with SiO2 tunnel dielectric. Both devices showed the same initial flat band voltage 
(VFB). Further, as expected, samples with NPs displayed higher effective oxide 
thickness (EOT) (as confirmed by the lower maximum capacitance value in the CV 
measurements from the figure inset) due to the effect of low–k NPs in the trapping 
layer. For both VPROG = 16 V and 18 V, at the start of the program operation (low 
ΔVTH), electron injection in NP samples was seen to be more efficient than the 
corresponding control samples. This confirms the improvement in tunneling efficiency 
for inhomogeneous NP trapping medium, which was presented in Fig. 3-2 (b).  
Due to a smaller trapping volume, as ΔVFB continues to increase, a higher 
majority of trap sites in the NP–device are filled with injected electrons. These trapped 
electrons impede subsequent capture of incoming electrons and limit the rise in ΔVFB. 
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However, control devices show continued increase in ΔVFB, on account of higher 
trapping volume. In other words, at longer tPROG, the control samples demonstrate 
higher ΔVFB due to larger trapped charge density. For example, ΔVFB in the NP–device 
is higher than the control device until 1 ms for VPROG = 18 V, and 5 ms for VPROG = 16 
V. As ΔVFB is dependent on the total trapped electrons, this crossover tPROG is seen to 
diminish for higher VPROG. Further, the observed ΔVFB at crossover is consistent at ~ 1 
V for both program voltages. 
  Fig. 3-4 (a) shows retention measurements for the same structures. The devices 
were programmed at 16 V for 100 ms. NP–devices show longer retention times over 
control devices, Further, the rate of ΔVTH loss is about 5 times slower in NP–devices. 
Due to the inhomogeneous medium in NP–devices, each captured electron encounters 
a different effective barrier towards the channel. For example, electrons captured in 
the denser trapping medium need to overcome the SiO2 barrier while those trapped 
above the NPs observe a significantly higher vacuum barrier and a correspondingly 
larger effective mass in the direction of the shortest escape path. The tunneling 
probability in retention condition is exponentially dependent on the barrier height as 
well as the effective mass of the particle in the barrier. Consequently, those electrons 
that have NPs in their tunneling path demonstrate a higher time constant of emission 
to the substrate. On the contrary, all electrons trapped in the homogeneous trap layer 
of the control device (without NPs) only perceive the SiO2 tunnel barrier. Such 
inhomogeneous increase in the effective barrier height leads to longer retention time in 
NP–devices. Retention characteristics may be further enhanced by high temperature 
annealing to improve the quality of the spun cast films. 
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Transport through the aluminosilicate films was studied by making leakage 
measuring structures without the control barrier as detailed in Fig. 3-1. An ideal 
tunneling structure with thermally grown SiO2 and having the same EOT was also 
prepared. At low fields (VG < 10 V), there is no distinction between the conductance of 
both spun–cast films (with NPs and without NPs), as majority of the leakage results 
from trap–assisted tunneling However, at moderate fields (VG > 10 V), films with NPs 
showed about an order of magnitude higher current densities compared to those 
without NPs, as displayed in Fig 3-4 (b). This direct measurement validates the 
enhancement in FN tunneling efficiency resulting from the field enhancement in the 
NP gate stack. However, both aluminosilicate films showed higher conductivity 
compared to thermal SiO2 at moderate fields (VG < 15 V). Fluence of electrons and the 
abundance of trap locations in both spun cast films may lead to significant dielectric 
charging. Such trapped charge in turn influences the Frenkel-Poole leakage through 
the film. The sudden transition (at VG = 12 V) evident for thermal SiO2 conductance as 
it transitions into the FN tunneling regime is smeared out due the trap–assisted leakage 
in these aluminosilicate films.  
3.6 Conclusion 
  This chapter presents a study on the porosity in the gate stack and its influence 
on the charge-trap-based nonvolatile memory performance. Ordered nanoporosity was 
shown to modify the electrostatics crucial to program and retention characteristics. A 
simple and effective method of block copolymer self–assembly was integrated in the 
CMOS process flow to demonstrate the advantages of nanoporous dielectrics in 
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achieving higher programming efficiencies, smaller memory windows and longer 
retention times in charge–trap Flash devices.  These findings may also be useful in 
understanding the outcomes of unintentional process–induced porosity in Flash 
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CHAPTER 4 A FERROELECTRIC AND CHARGE HYBRID NONVOLATILE 
MEMORY―PART I: DEVICE CONCEPT AND MODELING 
 
4.1 Abstract 
This chapter a new one-transistor (1–T) hybrid nonvolatile memory based on 
the combination of two distinctive mechanisms, namely remanent polarization in 
ferroelectrics and charge injection into floating nodes. The gate stack design and the 
memory operation of the hybrid device are aimed to offer mutually complementing 
benefits between the two mechanisms, thereby presenting superior performance over 
conventional ferroelectric (FE) FET and gate injection-based Flash memory. During 
program operation, a high negative bias at the gate orients the ferroelectric 
polarization to the applied field. In addition, electrons at the gate electrode also tunnel 
into the floating nodes located between the ferroelectric thin film and the thin top 
tunnel dielectric and increase the total memory window. High electric displacement in 
the ferroelectric enables field enhancement in the tunnel dielectric for faster program 
and erase operations. During retention, the injected electrons reduce the depolarization 
field in the ferroelectric and the remanent polarization reduces the electric field in the 
tunnel oxide, which helps longer retention of the programmed state by the two 
additive memory mechanisms. This chapter evaluates the benefits of the hybrid gate 
stack through one dimensional (1−D) simulations incorporating the polarization-field 
(P–E) hysteresis in the ferroelectric layer. The simulations provide a guideline for 
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optimal gate stack design of the proposed hybrid memory. The following chapter then 
discusses the fabrication and experimental validation.  
4.2 Introduction 
While the conventional polysilicon Flash technology is fast approaching the 
sub-20 nm device nodes, overcoming future scaling challenges becomes increasingly 
difficult [1].  Stress from repeated program-erase (P/E) cycling makes the tunnel oxide 
susceptible to stress-induced trap generation [2], which causes undesirable charge 
leakage from the floating gate during retention.  This is commonly known as stress-
induced leakage currents (SILC) [3], which primarily restricts the scaling of tunnel 
oxide below 7–8 nm. The introduction of charge storage in discrete nodes like 
semiconductor [4]–[6] or metal nanocrystals (NCs) [7, 8], traps in dielectric like 
nitrides [9, 10] or even their heterogeneous integration [11] helps alleviate this 
drawback to a great extent. Nevertheless, charge injection in and out of the floating 
nodes requires extremely high fields (6–10 MV/cm for SiO2) that results in high-
voltage P/E operation and limits endurance cycling. In addition, these processes 
require longer P/E times ranging typically from 100 s to milliseconds even at such 




Figure 4-1 (a) Metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) capacitor with remanent polarization 
(Pr) in the ferroelectric film (b) Location of the total polarization on the P–E 
hysteresis in the ferroelectric during retention condition (c) Schematic of metal-
ferroelectric-insulator-semiconductor (MFIS) design with Pr in the ferroelectric film. 
(d) The adjoining insulator prevents complete compensation of Pr in MFIS structure 
In recent years, ferroelectric (FE) FETs have received much attention for 
extremely scaled memory applications [12]. FE–FETs have an advantage of non-
destructive readout over ferroelectric random access memories (FRAM). Further, due 
to low coercive fields (Ec), FE–FETs demonstrate low–voltage operation even for 
reasonable memory windows [13, 14]. FE–FETs made from high-quality ferroelectric 

















100 ns) at fields comparable to Ec [15, 16].  However, they are known to show poor 
retention characteristics on account of compensating charge tunneling at the 
ferroelectric-insulator interface and the depolarization field setup in the ferroelectric 
film during retention [17]. In addition, the large thickness of the ferroelectric film (> 
500 nm) required to achieve acceptable memory window presents fabrication and 
scaling challenges due to very high device aspect ratios.  
Fig. 4-1 explains the origin of this depolarization field. As seen in part (a), for 
a ferroelectric capacitor, the remanent polarization (Pr) is completely screened by the 
ideal metal electrodes at both ends. Consequently, the total polarization in the 
ferroelectric stabilizes very close to the zero electric field condition at retention state 
(Fig. 4-1(b)). But the presence of an insulator in the FE–FET gate stack (part (c)) 
prevents complete screening of this surface charge, which results in a field that 
opposes Pr and aids the dipole randomization process in the ferroelectric (part (d)). 








kPE  (1) 
 
 
where kFE is the dielectric constant of the ferroelectric, and Cins and CFE are the 
capacitance of the insulating film and the ferroelectric, respectively. Equation (1) 
implies that Edp increases with the thickness of the adjoining insulator and may get 
comparable to Ec. It should be noted that incomplete compensation of polarization 
does not alter the shape of the polarization-electric field (P–E) hysteresis but changes 
the position of the total polarization state during retention condition, as shown in part 
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Fig. 4-1 (d) [18]. Such constant opposing field inside the ferroelectric tends to speed 
up the randomization in Pr and limit the retention time in FE–FETs [19]. 
In principle, Cins represents the series combination of the insulator capacitance 
and the depletion or accumulation capacitance of the semiconducting substrate. For 
moderate substrate doping concentrations, semiconductor capacitance can be 
comparable to the capacitance of the insulating thin film.  Depolarization field can be 
truly minimized by eliminating the insulator in the FE–FET gate stack as well as 
switching to oxide-based semiconducting substrates that offer extremely thin depletion 
thicknesses [20, 21]. However, these materials would make the sensing FET design 
and fabrication very difficult.   
This chapter proposes a new hybrid memory transistor incorporating a charge 
storage layer adjoining the ferroelectric film that reduces the depolarization field by 
intentional charge injection from the gate electrode during the program condition [22]. 
The proposed gate stack configuration is similar to the metal-insulator-ferroelectric-
insulator-semiconductor (MIFIS) structure presented previously [23, 24]. However, 
reduction of the leakage current through the gate stack and the associated fatigue was 
the primary motivation behind the MIFIS studies. Our work focuses on the influence 
of nonvolatile charge towards complementing the advantages offered by FE–FET 
memories. One dimensional (1–D) electrostatic simulations including the P–E 
hysteresis in the ferroelectric were performed to quantify the advantages of hybrid 
memory gate stack. These simulations also evaluate the effectiveness of hybrid design 




Figure 4-2 (a) Schematic of hybrid memory gate stack. (b) Band diagram in program 
condition. (c) Injected charge moves the location of stable polarization on the P–E 
hysteresis during retention. (d) Band diagram in erase condition 
 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.3 explains the device concept 
and working principles in detail. Section 4.4 outlines the electrostatic modeling as well 
as the choice of material and geometry parameters for the ferroelectric in improving 
the hybrid memory design. We then evaluate the expected electrostatic benefits for the 

































































limitations. The next chapter will describe the fabrication and experimental validation 
of the enhanced memory characteristics.   
4.3 Device Concept and Operation 
Fig. 4-2 (a) shows the schematic of the proposed hybrid memory gate stack. 
The thick bottom dielectric serves the purpose similar to a control dielectric in the 
conventional Flash memory cell. It primarily blocks tunneling current from the 
channel to the ferroelectric interface and provides maximal gate coupling. The charge 
storage nodes (traps/NCs) are located directly above the ferroelectric layer. A thin top 
oxide (~5 nm) separates the control gate and serves as the tunneling dielectric for gate-
injection (GI) of electrons during P/E operation [25]. The hybrid memory cell is 
programmed contrary to the conventional channel-injection Flash memory, namely by 
applying a high negative bias to the gate that aligns the ferroelectric polarization with 
positive surface charge facing the control gate (Fig. 4-2 (b)). The alignment of dipoles 
to the applied voltage creates a significant electric field in the top tunnel oxide that 
leads to electron injection from the gate into the charge storage layer. The gate-
injected electrons add to the memory window originating from ferroelectric 
polarization. During retention, the stored electrons partially screen the remanent 
positive surface charge and reduce the depolarization field in the ferroelectric. In other 
words, the stable point for total polarization on the P–E hysteresis moves closer to –
Pr, as depicted in Fig. 4-2(c). The erase operation performed by applying a high 
positive voltage at the gate reverses the polarization as well as removes stored 
electrons from the discrete storage nodes (Fig. 4-2 (d)). 
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4.4 Hybrid Memory Gate Stack Design 
 
4.4.1. Electrostatic Modeling 
Hybrid memory design needs to consider the interplay of the two memory 
mechanisms. In order to present a clear and simple assessment of the benefits and 
limitations of hybrid design over conventional FE–FET and GI Flash, we performed 
1–D electrostatic simulations. Depending on the P/E voltages and the gate stack 
geometry, the electric fields experienced by the ferroelectric may not be able to drive 
the polarization to complete saturation. Taking this into consideration, electric 
displacement in the ferroelectric is modeled as proposed in [26]. These 1–D quasistatic 
expressions in (2) – (5) are based on those derived in [27] but include the additional 
effect from unsaturated P–E hysteresis. P+(EFE, Em) and P
−
(EFE, Em) are the forward 
and reverse unsaturated hysteresis branches that represent the sum of dipole and 
electronic polarization in the ferroelectric under quasistatic conditions. EFE is the 
electric field in the ferroelectric, Ps is the saturation polarization, Em is the maximum 
field experienced by the ferroelectric during P/E operations, FE is the linear dielectric 
susceptibility of the ferroelectric, D is the electric displacement and ε0 is the 
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These expressions are solved self-consistently with the Poisson’s equation, 
D , including the band bending inside the channel for known sheet charge 
density ρ and applied gate voltage VG. For simplicity, we assume the ferroelectric 
switches much faster than time scales relevant to electron tunneling. It should be noted 
that these assumptions may not be accurate at very low program voltages when 
switching field in the ferroelectric is less than Ec. Electron charge is considered to be 
stored at the interface of the trap layer and tunnel oxide.  Charge centroid movement 
during all memory operations is ignored.  
4.4.2. Gate Stack Material and Geometry Considerations  
The choices regarding the material and thickness of the bottom and tunnel 
dielectric are critical to hybrid memory design. The bottom dielectric should provide 
maximal coupling of the ferroelectric layer to the channel but prevent any charge 
injection from the substrate during all memory operations. This criterion is not 
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different from conventional FE–FET design. However, the choice of tunnel oxide 
thickness is governed by two conflicting considerations. Unlike channel-inject Flash 
memory design, which requires minimal acceptable thickness of the tunnel oxide, GI-
based hybrid design partially benefits from thicker tunnel oxide. Under 1–D 
approximation, memory window ( VTH) in the GI Flash device is proportional to the 
product of stored charge density (Q) and tunnel dielectric thickness (ttox) and inversely 
proportional to the dielectric constant ( tox) (i.e. toxtoxTH QtV /~ ). Therefore, thicker 
tunnel oxide provides larger VTH. Secondly, the presence of high spontaneous 
polarization of the ferroelectric forces the adjoining tunnel oxide into the Fowler-
Nordheim (FN) tunneling regime during P/E operations. This makes the P/E efficiency 
relatively insensitive to ttox. On the other hand, thick tunnel oxide increases the 
operating voltage in any design.  
For the purpose of consistency with the experimental measurements presented 
in the next chapter, simulations were performed with the bottom and tunnel dielectrics 
comprising of SiO2 with thicknesses of 10 nm and 5 nm, respectively. Charge storage 
nodes are considered to be traps at the interface of the 2.5 nm HfO2 layer and tunnel 
oxide. The importance of composite high-κ materials in forming excellent tunnel and 
control dielectrics for Flash memories [8, 25, 28] as well as their efficacy in reducing 
operating voltages in FE–FETs [13, 14] is well established. Optimization of material 
and geometry parameters for bottom and tunnel dielectrics in the hybrid device is 
however not presented in this article. Instead, this study focuses on exploring the 
parameter space for the ferroelectric material and the injected charge interplay in 
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providing superior performance of the hybrid device over conventional FE–FET and 
GI Flash. 
 
Figure 4-3 Total memory window ( VTH) and P/E voltage against FE in hybrid 
memory device. The thickness of the ferroelectric is fixed at tFE = 50 nm. Ec is 
assumed to be inversely proportional to FE. The electron sheet density of the storage 




 that contributes 1.2 V to the total VTH  
 
Fig. 4-3 shows the dependence of the total VTH and the P/E voltages in the 
hybrid device on FE. The thickness of the ferroelectric film (tFE) is fixed at 50 nm. 
VTH contribution from P–E hysteresis strongly depends on Ec and FE. Ec is 
dependent on the choice of the ferroelectric material as well as tFE. For example, 
oxide–based ferroelectric films have their FE in the range of 100–200 and Ec in the 
range of 40–80 kV/cm [26, 29]. As FE decreases, larger field is required to generate 
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low FE (~15) materials like polyvinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene [P(VDF–TrFE)] 
[30] tend to have high Ec. Further, in all ferroelectric materials Ec is sensitive to tFE 
and generally scales proportional to tFE
−2/3
 [31].  
We first attempt to depict the influence of FE alone on VTH while still 
capturing the qualitative relationship between FE and Ec. This is achieved by 
assuming Ec to be inversely proportional to FE, with Ec = 500 kV/cm for FE = 12 
(typical for P(VDF–TrFE)). Pr is chosen to be 3 C/cm
2
 and the ratio Pr / Ps is fixed to 
0.75 unless stated otherwise. Operating voltages are chosen to generate EFE = ±1.2Ec 





contributes 1.2 V to the total VTH.   
As seen from Fig. 4-3, both VTH and P/E voltages scale inversely with FE. 
Contribution of ferroelectric polarization to the total VTH depends on the width of the 
P–E hysteresis (~ 2Ec) as well as the saturation slope (proportional to FE). For fixed 
Pr, this approximately scales as the product of Ec and tFE. As FE varies inversely with 
Ec in Fig. 4-3, this contribution to the total VTH becomes negligible above FE = 100. 
Most complex oxides belong to this regime and therefore tFE is required to be well 
over 200 nm to obtain reasonable memory window in conventional FE–FET. 
However, as discussed previously, ferroelectric materials like P(VDF–TrFE) or 
Sr2Nb2O7 [32] depict sufficiently low dielectric constants which may reduce the 
device aspect ratio. For example, P(VDF–TrFE) has FE in the range of 10–20 [33, 34] 
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and may provide total VTH over 4 V at ± 16 V P/E operations in the current hybrid 
design geometry. 
 
Figure 4-4 VTH due to P–E hysteresis plotted against the estimated P/E voltage for 
hybrid design. The ferroelectric material and geometry parameters considered for 
this analysis are tFE = 150 nm, FE = 150, and Ec = 50 kV/cm for two different values 
of Pr. No electrons are assumed to be stored in the charge storage layer 
 
The height of the P–E hysteresis (~ 2Pr) determines the P/E operating voltages. 
Fig. 4-4 examines the impact of Pr on the hybrid memory performance. For the 
remainder of this subsection, we fix tFE = 150 nm, FE = 150, and Ec = 50 kV/cm 
which are typical values to high–κ ferroelectrics [26], unless stated otherwise. The 
figure depicts the VTH contribution from P–E hysteresis as a function of P/E voltages 
for two different values of Pr = 1 C/cm
2
 and Pr = 5 C/cm
2
. Since the material and 
geometry parameters in the hybrid gate stack are fixed for this analysis, we can 
















































estimate the gate voltage at which the tunnel oxide enters the FN regime and may 
therefore sustain appreciable gate injection thereafter. For the current 5 nm SiO2 
tunnel oxide, assuming 3 eV electron barrier from the gate, this condition is attained at 
VG ~ 12 V. For ferroelectric with smaller Pr, the electric field surpasses Ec at a much 
lower P/E voltage (~7.5 V) compared to the electron injection voltage. On the other 
hand, EFE barely attains 0.6Ec for high Pr (= 5 C/cm
2
) device at VG ~ 12 V.  
The choice of Pr is important to the design of hybrid devices. P/E voltages are 
chosen to cause reversal in ferroelectric polarization as well as generate high fields in 
the tunnel dielectric for gate injection. High values of Pr may result in severe charge 
injection from the gate (as well as the channel) even before VG becomes sufficiently 
large to generate Ec in the ferroelectric material. This is undesirable as programming 
the ferroelectric below Ec may result in slow and incomplete domain reversal. The 
injected electrons would retard the reversal process by further decreasing EFE. Lower 
Pr ensures that EFE exceeds Ec at the chosen P/E voltages. In other words, ferroelectric 
domain reversal should saturate before appreciable electron injection into the floating 
nodes. However, extremely low Pr may also result in limited memory window and 





Figure 4-5 (a) Comparison of VTH from P–E hysteresis alone in FE-FET 
( VTH,FE−FET) with tFE = 600 nm and hybrid device ( VTH,FE) with tFE = 500 nm 
respectively for operating voltage in the range of 10–25 V. The figure also shows the 
VTH deficit in hybrid device ( VTH,Q = VTH,FE−FET − VTH,FE) which is fulfilled by 
injected electrons during program operation. (b) Comparison of Edp during retention 
for FE–FET and hybrid device operated at equal P/E voltages and correspondingly 
equal total VTH. The figure also shows the electron sheet density (Q) stored in the 
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Suitable Pr for a particular hybrid gate stack therefore depends on the material 
and geometry of the adjoining layers. For the geometry under consideration, Pr ~ 3 
C/cm
2
 would sustain EFE ~ Ec when the tunnel dielectric transitions to the FN 
tunneling regime. It should be noted that the above simulations are performed for 
quasistatic conditions and the actual electric fields in the ferroelectric immediately 
after applying P/E voltages may momentarily become much higher than the quasistatic 
value. However, the qualitative inference that low Pr ferroelectric material is 
beneficial for hybrid memory operation remains valid.  
Memory window arising from P–E hysteresis alone for any given 
programming voltage is always smaller in the hybrid design compared to an FE–FET 
(with identical gate stack excluding the charge storage layer and tunnel oxide). 
However, correct design of the hybrid gate stack in principle may offer to compensate 
this deficit in VTH by addition of electrons to the storage nodes during program 
operation. Fig. 4-5 presents one such optimized hybrid design that yields significantly 
lower depolarization field over a conventional FE–FET for identical P/E voltages and 
VTH. To begin with, we consider a conventional FE–FET with tFE = 600 nm. We 
choose to design the hybrid gate stack with tFE = 500 nm and 5 nm tunnel SiO2. Both 
devices have the same 10 nm SiO2 bottom oxide. P/E voltage is varied between 10 V 
to 25 V in order to achieve VTH in the 2 – 5 V range for FE–FET device. At any 
operating voltage, due to the higher effective oxide thickness (EOT) and smaller tFE, 
VTH for the hybrid device arising purely from P–E hysteresis ( VTH,FE) is smaller 
than the same for the FE–FET device ( VTH,FE–FET). However, electrons injected in the 
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floating nodes after program operation also contribute to the total VTH (charge 
contribution to memory window 
toxtoxQTH QtV /~, ). This VTH deficit from P–E 
hysteresis is assumed to be compensated by the injected electrons (i.e. 
FETHFETFETHQTH VVV ,,, ). Thus, the total VTH in the hybrid device is made to 
match with that in the FE–FET at every operating voltage. This is depicted in Fig. 4-5 
(a), which plots VTH,FE, VTH,FE−FET and the difference in the two ( VTH,Q) as a 
function of operating voltage for both devices. Both VTH,FE and VTH,FE−FET are seen 
to scale linearly in the 10–25 V operation range and their difference saturates at 1.6 V 
beyond 15 V.  
The dependence of Edp on total VTH (= VTH,FE−FET  = VTH,FE  + VTH,Q) in 
both devices is displayed in Fig. 4-5 (b). As observed, hybrid device shows over 40 % 
reduction in Edp for low VTH and about 30 % decrease at high VTH. The required 
electron sheet density to compensate for VTH deficit is also plotted against total VTH. 
The injected electrons observe a much lower field in the tunnel dielectric during 




Figure 4-6 Comparison of the program field in tunnel oxide at –14 V for hybrid 
device and GI Flash with the same EOT as a function of tFE 
 
It should be noted that the hybrid device with the same tFE (= 600 nm) as FE–
FET would yield even higher reduction in Edp at the expense of higher P/E voltages or 
larger contribution from VTH,Q (higher Q). The maximum electron density that can be 
stored at the floating node depends on the permissible electric field in the tunnel oxide 
that guarantees 10-year retention time. VTH,FE contribution to the total VTH can be 
reduced either by decreasing tFE or by increasing the tunnel oxide thickness (thereby 
increasing VTH,Q for fixed Q). However, tunnel oxide thickness increase has a severe 
penalty on P/E voltage. Further, Edp rises with reducing tFE, that may have a negative 
impact on the device retention characteristics. In other words, biasing the device 
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hybrid design. Conversely, the device can be biased towards the FE–FET by reducing 
tunnel oxide thickness or stored electron charge density. Tunnel oxide scaling is 
limited by the direct tunneling of electrons to the gate (~ 4–5 nm) during retention and 
charge density reduction significantly affects Edp. All the above factors need careful 
consideration in optimizing hybrid design that can outperform a conventional FE–
FET. 
Fig. 4-6 compares the tunnel oxide electric field (EPROG) in the hybrid device 
with the same ferroelectric film parameters against GI Flash for the program condition 
at –14 V. tFE is varied from 0 nm to 500 nm. The ferroelectric layer is replaced by 
SiO2 with the same EOT in the GI Flash device. For low tFE in hybrid design (and 
corresponding EOT in GI Flash), EPROG is equivalent for both devices. As tFE 
increases, EPROG diminishes rapidly in GI Flash due to the potential drop in the 
increased EOT.  Electric displacement in the ferroelectric however arises mainly from 
the dipole polarization. As a result, the potential drop across the ferroelectric is less 
than that across a dielectric with the same EOT. This difference increases with tFE, 
leading to significant field improvement in the tunnel oxide for hybrid devices. Field 
enhancement during P/E operations would lead to higher VTH and faster speeds for 
the hybrid device. It should be noted that the GI Flash device may be designed with 
much thinner bottom oxide thickness to improve its performance. However, this 
discussion merely brings out the influence of nonlinear P–E relationship in gate stack 




Figure 4-7 Dependence of memory window contribution from P–E hysteresis 
( VTH,FE) on operating voltage in P(VDF–TrFE) hybrid memory. The electric field in 
the ferroelectric film crosses Ec for P/E voltages above 13 V. Tunnel oxide enters the 
FN tunneling regime above 11 V 
 
The above analyses present all the important features in hybrid device design. 
Benefits arising from the P–E hysteresis improve as the ferroelectric layer EOT 
becomes comparable to the total EOT of the hybrid gate stack. Moderate value of Pr 
guarantees EFE exceeds Ec before appreciable electron-injection from the gate. The 
introduction of tunnel oxide in the hybrid device necessitates higher P/E voltages. 
However, optimal gate stack design and contribution from charge storage can 
compensate for this penalty over conventional FE–FET as well as offer significant 



































Figure 4-8  Reduction in the depolarization field in the P(VDF−TrFE) film as a 
function of injected electron sheet charge density for the hybrid memory. The 
simulated contribution of P–E hysteresis to the total VTH is 1.5 V. The inset 
































































Thermal SiO2 bottom oxide  9.8 nm 17 nm 21 nm 
P(VDF−TrFE) 35 nm 35 nm  
Evaporated SiO2 1 nm  1 nm 
Thermal ALD 110 ºC HfO2 
trap layer 
2.5 nm  2.5 nm 
Plasma ALD 110 ºC SiO2 top 
tunnel oxide 
5.4 nm  5.4 nm 
 
4.4.3. Simulation Results for Fabricated Devices 
Hybrid devices were fabricated with 35 nm P(VDF−TrFE) copolymer as the 
ferroelectric and 2.5 nm HfO2 as the trapping layer, along with comparable FE–FET 
and GI Flash memory cells.  Table 4-1 outlines the gate stack design and geometry 
parameters for all the memory devices. Details of the fabrication process and the 
experimental results are discussed in the following chapter. This section quantifies the 
expected benefits of hybrid design compared to conventional memory structures. 
P(VDF−TrFE) material parameters were extracted from experimental calibration of 
ferroelectric capacitors, also discussed in detail in next chapter. The values used in 
simulation are Pr = 3 C/cm
2
, Ps = 4 C/cm
2
, FE = 12 and Ec = 500 kV/cm. It should 
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be noted that the hybrid memory without trapped charge is electrostatically equivalent 
to conventional FE–FET (with the same ferroelectric film thickness and equivalent 
EOT).  
The contribution of charge to the total memory window ( VTH,Q) varies 
linearly from 0 V to 2.3 V when electron density in the storage layer varies from 0 to 
 cm
−2
 in the hybrid device. Fig. 4-7 shows the memory window arising from 
P–E hysteresis alone ( VTH,FE) as a function of the P/E operating voltage for the 
device. The quasistatic P/E electric field experienced by the P(VDF–TrFE) film varies 
from 300–800 kV/cm. VTH,FE shows linear dependence of 0.13 V increase for every 1 
V increase in the program voltage. The low dielectric constant of P(VDF−TrFE) 
enables reasonable memory window even at 35 nm thickness. The quasistatic program 
field in the ferroelectric film rises above Ec for P/E voltages above 13 V. The tunnel 
oxide enters the FN tunneling regime above 11 V. As discussed previously, hybrid 
design can truly benefit from the two complementary memory mechanisms when the 
P/E voltages and ferroelectric thin film Pr are designed to initiate significant charge 
tunneling as well as complete reversal of dipole polarization. For the remainder of the 
analysis, we assume the operating voltage of ±15 V for the hybrid device which 




Figure 4-9 Enhancement in the erase field in the tunnel oxide for the hybrid device at 
VERASE = 14 V. The contribution of P–E hysteresis to the total VTH is set to 1.5 V.  
 
Fig. 4-8 illustrates the reduction in Edp for P(VDF−TrFE) against the injected 





 electron density.  This trapped charge also adds 1.15 V to the memory 
window of the hybrid device. Fig. 4-9 depicts the electric field enhancement in the top 
tunnel oxide during erase operation at 14 V for hybrid memory over GI Flash. The 
hybrid memory shows a higher field offset by over 2 MV/cm in the tunnel oxide for 
all stored electron charge density. This enhancement is the consequence of switched 
dipole polarization in the ferroelectric film that adds to the electric displacement in the 
gate stack. Similarly, the hybrid memory shows better program fields for the same 
reason. 
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Figure 4-10 Electric field in the tunnel oxide during retention for hybrid memory and 
GI Flash as a function of total VTH 
 
Any amount of stored charge is more stable at retention in the hybrid memory 
than in GI Flash due to the compensating positive surface charge in the ferroelectric. It 
is interesting to note that for a small amount of stored electron sheet charge, the tunnel 
oxide field during retention would actually repel the trapped electrons from escaping 





however very low to cause any appreciable reduction in Edp (as verified from Fig. 4-8) 
or any practical addition to the total VTH.  In an ideal case, simultaneous zero electric 
field in the tunnel oxide as well as zero depolarization field in the ferroelectric is 
highly desired. However, the flat band condition in the tunnel oxide occurs much in 
advance compared to Edp = 0 in any hybrid design due to the finite dielectric constant 
of the semiconducting substrate. Fig. 4-10 compares the retention field in the tunnel 
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oxide for hybrid and GI Flash as a function of total VTH. The hybrid device can 
sustain much higher charge density due to lower retention field in the tunnel oxide. 
With the current gate stack geometry, GI Flash may not provide VTH > 1 V at 
realistic retention times.  
 
Figure 4-11 Electric field in the bottom oxide during retention for hybrid memory, 
FE–FET and GI Flash devices 
 
The downside of reduced field in the tunnel oxide as well as the smaller 
depolarization field in the ferroelectric is the larger field in the bottom oxide at 
retention. Fig. 4-11 shows the comparison of field in the bottom oxide during retention 
in all three devices. The rate of increase in the retention field is higher in GI Flash than 
in FE–FET. The hybrid memory straddles in between the two devices until 5×1012 
cm
−2
 of injected electron charge. By optimizing the contribution of injected electrons 
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and P–E hysteresis, hole tunneling through the bottom oxide during retention can be 
effectively inhibited.  
4.5 Modeling and Design Limitations and Discussion 
The 1–D electrostatic simulations presented above provide a preliminary 
analysis of the impact of gate stack material and geometry designs on P/E and 
retention characteristics of the proposed hybrid memory. Improvement in retention 
time over conventional FE–FET is surely one of the important figures–of–merit for the 
hybrid design. Direct tunneling of stored electrons through the tunnel oxide as well as 
the randomization of the aligned atomic dipoles has a bearing on the retention 
characteristics of the device. VTH loss due to charge leakage from the storage node 
depends on the charge density, tunnel oxide thickness and band structure of the 
tunneling medium and has been extensively studied for Flash memory devices. 
However, the effect of reduction in the depolarization field on the process of 
randomization in the aligned polarization requires detailed modeling through free 
energy calculations and the dipole-dipole interactions inside the polycrystalline 
ferroelectric thin film. Therefore, quantitative estimation of improvement in retention 
time resulting from this decrease in the depolarization field inside the ferroelectric has 
not been investigated in this work.  
Further, these quasistatic simulations ignore the evolution of EFE immediately 
after the onset of P/E operation.  Accurate estimation of P/E speeds requires careful 
investigation of the kinetics of dipole rotation in time–varying electric fields. At the 
onset of program operation, the remanent polarization opposes the electric 
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displacement in the ferroelectric. As a result, EFE increases significantly above the 
quasistatic value to maintain the requisite electric displacement in the gate stack. 
Enhancement in EFE boosts the process of alignment of atomic dipoles to the applied 
field. The aligned dipoles in turn add to the electric displacement and reduce EFE. This 
dynamic evolution of electrostatics in the gate stack coupled to switching models in 
ferroelectrics can help accurate estimation of P/E times. Additionally, the total P/E 
times would be strongly constrained by the relatively slow electron tunneling 
processes (~ 10 µs–1 ms) and the hybrid device may not be able to provide fast 
switching speeds inherent to FE–FETs. 
As the device geometry scales down, 3–D fringing effects play a major role in 
P/E and read characteristics in scaled NAND–like arrays. Due to the large physical 
thickness of ferroelectric films and large FE, these devices are prone to higher 
electrostatic interference from neighboring cells. Retention times in FE–FETs have 
been shown to have device area dependence [36] which points to careful scrutiny 
towards the use of wide area parameters in extremely scaled ferroelectric thin films. 
Accurate estimation of program and read disturb may further be obtained through 3–D 
electrostatic simulations that incorporate experimentally calibrated dielectric tensors 
for P–E hysteresis in ferroelectric thin films. All the above factors require detailed 
attention through comprehensive modeling to provide reasonable figures–of–merit for 
the hybrid device.  
At last, reliability in hybrid devices is constrained by the combined effect of 
fatigue characteristics in the ferroelectric films as well as the integrity of the tunnel 
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oxide after repeated P/E cycling. Recent advances in thin film processing have enabled 
excellent fatigue endurance up to 10
12
 switching cycles in ferroelectric memories [37]. 
However, FN tunneling of electrons in and out of the floating nodes engages high 
energy transport across the thin tunnel oxide that may ultimately limit the reliability of 
such devices to 10
5
 cycles. Such factors need thorough performance and reliability 
evaluation before their integration in scaled embedded nonvolatile memory 
applications. 
4.6 Conclusion 
This chapter presents a novel hybrid memory by integration of ferroelectric 
materials in charge–based Flash memory. The working principle is aimed to obtain 
complementary advantages from these distinct memory mechanisms. 1–D electrostatic 
simulations incorporating the P–E hysteresis were performed to evaluate the impact of 
hybrid gate stack geometry and material parameters on memory performance. The 
hybrid design is shown to offer maximal benefit at moderate values of remanent 
polarization and high ferroelectric film thicknesses. These devices exhibit substantial 
reduction in the depolarization field at much lower device aspect ratios. Contribution 
of the injected electrons and the P–E hysteresis to the total VTH may be tuned by 
altering the gate stack geometry to bring forth best performance enhancement over 
conventional FE–FET and GI Flash memories. Simulation results for hybrid devices 
and the corresponding control structures fabricated in the following chapter indicate 
significant field enhancement during P/E operations and field reduction during 
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CHAPTER 5 A FERROELECTRIC AND CHARGE HYBRID NONVOLATILE 
MRMORY―PART II: EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND ANALYSIS 
 
5.1 Abstract 
The previous chapter introduced the concept and operation of the novel hybrid 
memory, integrating ferroelectric polarization and nonvolatile charge injection. In this 
chapter, we demonstrate the experimental validation of this hybrid design. One 
transistor (1–T) memory cells were fabricated with polyvinylidene fluoride-
trifluoroethylene [P(VDF−TrFE)] as the ferroelectric and HfO2 as the charge trap 
layer. Hybrid devices showed larger memory window and longer retention time 
compared to conventional ferroelectric (FE) FETs with the same effective oxide 
thickness. Pulsed measurements were performed on metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) 
capacitors to estimate switching delay in the P(VDF−TrFE) thin film. Field 
enhancement in the tunnel oxide resulted in pronounced electron injection from the 
gate compared to gate-injection (GI) Flash memory cells. Hybrid devices also 
exhibited higher program efficiencies against FE–FET due to the contribution from 
these injected electrons. The presence of tunnel oxide in hybrid devices showed over 
20 × reduction in gate leakage, which resulted in 100 × improvement in cycling 





The rapid growth of mobile computing market has propelled the research in 
conventional and emerging nonvolatile memory devices that operate at high speeds 
and consume minimal power [1]–[3]. While the ubiquitous NAND Flash devices 
currently offer limited hope for low-voltage and high-speed operation, ferroelectric 
(FE) FETs [4] are considered as serious contenders for realizing low-power massively 
parallel memory architectures.  However, these devices are known to suffer from poor 
data retention, limited program/erase (P/E) cycling endurance and huge device aspect 
ratios which limits their integration at scaled nodes [5]–[8]. In the last chapter, we 
have presented a novel hybrid nonvolatile memory design that draws advantages of 
low-power operation in FE–FETs as well as large memory window and long retention 
in conventional Flash devices. Electrons injected from the gate during program 
operation partially compensate the positive surface charge in the ferroelectric. The 
injected charge increases the memory window ( VTH) as well as reduces the 
depolarization field (Edp) during retention. Modeling results have shown that hybrid 
memory can demonstrate significant improvement over FE–FET at moderate values of 
remanent polarization (Pr). Based on the material and geometry selection guidelines 
established in the simulations, this chapter discusses the fabrication and experimental 
validation of the hybrid design. 
In the recent years, polyvinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene [P(VDF−TrFE)] 
copolymer has generated considerable interest as a possible ferroelectric material in 
low-voltage FE–FETs and ferroelectric random access memories (FRAMs) [10]–[12].  
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Thermal SiO2 bottom oxide  9.8 nm 17 nm 21 nm 
P(VDF−TrFE) 35 nm 35 nm  
Evaporated SiO2 1 nm  1 nm 
Thermal ALD 110 ºC HfO2 
trap layer 
2.5 nm  2.5 nm 
Plasma ALD 110 ºC SiO2 top 
tunnel oxide 
5.4 nm  5.4 nm 
 
By choosing the appropriate molar concentrations of VDF and TrFE, this polymer can 
be cast into the β phase [13] that demonstrates significant ferroelectric and 
piezoelectric properties. Low processing temperature and chemical stability enables its 
easy integration over various substrates. Owing to the low dielectric constant, 
P(VDF−TrFE) FE–FETs exhibit reasonable memory windows even at sub-100 nm 
film thicknesses [14, 15]. This chapter demonstrates the experimental validation of the 
proposed hybrid design by integration of sub-50 nm P(VDF−TrFE) film in the hybrid 
memory gate stack. Charge storage nodes were realized by a thin HfO2 trap-layer 
deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique. It should be noted that in 
principle semiconductor or metal nanocrystals can also accomplish the function of 
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effective electron capture and retention in these devices [16, 17]. Our choice of the 
storage layer was purely based on their present ease of integration with low 
temperature processing. Measurement results highlight the importance of the 
complementary interplay between the two distinct mechanisms governing 
conventional FE–FET and gate-injection (GI) Flash [18]. The chapter also discusses 
the possibility of varying the contribution from polarization-field (P–E) hysteresis and 
stored charge to the total VTH by appropriate choice of P/E voltages to emphasize 
diverse benefits of hybrid operation. 
 
Figure 5-1 P–E hysteresis for 35 nm P(VDF–TrFE) metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) 
capacitors measured at 1 kHz and 3–5 V amplitude. The devices showed Ec of about 
500 kV/cm. Inset shows θ–2θ XRD analysis that confirms the existence of 
ferroelectric β phase at 19.5 º. 
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5.3 Device Fabrication 
FE–charge hybrid one transistor (1–T) memory devices and capacitors were 
fabricated with a modified gate-last process to accommodate lower processing 
temperatures after the deposition of organic ferroelectric film. P-type silicon (100) 
substrate with resistivity of 1-5 Ω-cm was first patterned to define active device region 
by the conventional shallow trench isolation (STI) procedure. The bottom dielectric 
was composed of 9.8 nm thermally grown SiO2. This thickness ensures reasonable 
coupling of the remanent polarization to the channel and also blocks any direct 
tunneling current during retention. Source and drain regions were formed by 
phosphorus implantation and annealing followed by Ni/Al contact through the lift-off 
process. 0.5 % solution of P(VDF−TrFE) in 70:30 proportion was prepared in methyl-
ethyl ketone (MEK) as described in [14, 15]. The filtered solution was spin–coated on 
the substrates at 2000 rpm. The film thickness measured by profilometer was 35 nm. 
In order to cast the film in the ferroelectric β phase, the substrates were annealed at 
140 ºC for 10 min. A 1 nm SiO2 layer was evaporated over P(VDF−TrFE) to serve as 
an incubation layer . The incubation layer is meant to facilitate the adsorption of 
reactant species for the following ALD process. ALD performed at 110 ºC was used to 
deposit the 2.5 nm HfO2 trapping layer and the 5.4 nm SiO2 top tunnel oxide. Lastly, 
gate metal deposition of Cr/Au/Al and wet etch followed by opening up source-drain 
contact regions concluded the fabrication. Control samples having the same effective 
oxide thickness (EOT) from the gate included conventional FE–FETs with the same 
P(VDF−TrFE) thickness but without the charge trapping layer, as well as the gate-
injection (GI) Flash structures. Table 5-1 summarizes the gate stack composition for 
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all devices. Al / P(VDF−TrFE) / Pt–Cr metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) capacitors 
with  35 nm thick P(VDF−TrFE) were also fabricated to measure ferroelectric 
properties of the copolymer. 
 
 
Figure 5-2 (a) Leakage current and (b) displacement current (measured at 1 kHz) 
through the 35 nm P(VDF–TrFE) MFM capacitor. 
 
 













































5.4 Results and Discussion 
 
5.4.1. Ferroelectric Characterization 
Measurement of polarization hysteresis for the 35 nm P(VDF−TrFE) MFM 
capacitors was performed by the Sawyer-Tower circuit arrangement  [19]. Fig. 5-1 
shows the P–E hysteresis extracted at 1 kHz. The applied peak amplitude was varied 
from 3 to 5 V. Ec was seen to be 500 kV/cm for poling voltage of 4 V. The remanent 
polarization (Pr), and the saturation polarization (Ps) were observed to be about 2.1 
C/cm
2
 and 4.3 C/cm
2
 at 5 V. The low-frequency dielectric constant measured 
sufficiently above Ec was 13. Fig. 5-1 inset shows the XRD analysis of the 
P(VDF−TrFE) thin film and confirms the β phase formation [13].  
Spin-cast P(VDF–TrFE) thick films (>200 nm) are known to demonstrate 
values of Pr in the range of 6 to 9 C/cm
2
 [20, 21]. However, as the thickness shrinks 
below 100 nm, ferroelectric response in such films is observed to reduce significantly 
[21, 22]. One of the reasons for such diminished performance at low thicknesses is the 
drastic loss in crystallinity. There exists a threshold thickness below which the 
crystallization process in severely affected. This critical thickness is in the range of 
70–80 nm. In 35 nm spin cast films, total crytallinity can be even lower than 30 % 
[23]. The ferroelectric β phase forms plate-like crystallites (called lamellae) which are 
arranged perpendicular to the growth substrate. This lamellar size is observed to 
reduce from 100 nm in thick films to about 10–30 nm in thin films (<100 nm) which 
hinders complete crystallization upon annealing [20].Further, there is also a possible 
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formation of an interface dielectric layer which effectively occurs in series with the 
ferroelectric thin film and decreases the observed remanent polarization [20, 24]. 
Fig. 5-2 (a) presents the leakage current through the P(VDF–TrFE) film. The 




 at 4 V. Fig. 5-2 (b) shows the 
displacement current measured by applying a 1 kHz saw tooth waveform on the MFM 
capacitor. The peak switching current arising from the polarization reversal is seen to 
be 0.1 A/cm
-2
. Leakage through the spin-cast film is the result of defect-assisted 
transport through the semi-crystalline structure but is still 4 orders of magnitude lower 
than the switching current. 
It is important to study the polarization switching response to pulsed electric 
fields in order to estimate program times for conventional FE–FETs or hybrid devices. 
The MFM capacitor is connected to a nanosecond pulse generator at one end and a 
resistance of suitable value to the other [25]. A long reset pulse is applied to the 
sample which saturates the remanent polarization in the direction of the applied field. 
Following this, double read pulses of opposite polarity and each of the same 
magnitude V and time t are applied to the film and the polarization reversal current is 
measured by monitoring the transient voltage across the resistor on the oscilloscope 
[26]. The integration of the total current over time normalized to the device area can 




Figure 5-3 Total switched polarization measured for the 35 nm film for different 
pulse magnitudes and varying pulse widths 
 
Measurements were performed with pulse durations ranging from 1 s to 50 
ms and amplitudes varied between 2 to 8 V. Fig. 5-3 shows the switching times for the 
P(VDF−TrFE) film for various pulse amplitudes. At 8 V (EFE ~ 2.3 MV/cm) complete 
switching of polarization is seen for t = 1 ms. As the pulse magnitude decreases, 
switching time increases exponentially. The film only switches to half the maximum 
value for V = 2 V (EFE ~ 0.57 MV/cm) and t = 50 ms. Switching time in thick P(VDF–
TrFE) films (> 1 µm) exhibit a weaker dependence on the film thickness for a constant 
applied field. However, it has been observed that films below the critical thickness 
(60–80 nm) demonstrate thickness–dependent switching time for the same applied 





































field. In other words, as the film thickness reduces, switching time is shown to 
increase rapidly [20, 27] and may be at the scale of several seconds for applied fields 
close to Ec. The polarization reversal proceeds through two distinct mechanisms. The 
first step is called nucleation, where several new domains consisting of one or more 
dipole aligned to the applied field are formed at various sites in the film. The second 
step involves the growth of these nuclei by domain wall propagation through the 
adjacent dipoles [28, 29]. The domain growth in P(VDF–TrFE) becomes considerably 
slower with reduction in film thickness. The incomplete crystallization of the thin film 
as well as the smaller lamellar size impedes the domain wall growth. Furthermore, 
large defects in such films modulate the field in their vicinity which increases the local 
effective activation energy. As discussed earlier, the interface dielectric layer also 
exerts a strong restrictive force through the substrate which inhibits the reversal of 
molecular dipoles [20]. These effects overall manifested in extremely slow switching 






Figure 5-4 Transfer characteristics for (a) FE–FET and (b) hybrid devices at drain 
biases of 0.5 V and 5 V. The widths, W of all the devices were fixed at 5 m 
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Figure 5-5 Output characteristics of (a) FE–FET and (b) hybrid memory for VGS = 3 
to 8 V for devices with W = L = 20 m. 
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Figure 5-6 ID–VGS program characteristics for (a) FE–FET and (b) hybrid memory. 
Devices were programmed from −5 V to −17 V 
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5.4.2. Hybrid Memory Characterization 
Fig. 5-4 presents the transfer characteristics (ID–VGS) in the erased state for the 
P(VDF−TrFE) FE–FET and the hybrid cell measured for two different lengths. Erase 
pulse at 12 V was applied for 5 seconds before sweeping VGS to the device off state. 
Hybrid devices show current drives comparable to FE–FETs at both low and high 
drain biases. The ON current at VDS = 5 V was observed to be 1 mA for devices with 
W = L = 5 m. Both devices showed an equivalent ION/IOFF ratio of 10
5
. Polarization in 
ferroelectrics is sensitive to the interfaces on either side of the thin film. The top 
interfaces for the two devices are different (evaporated SiO2 for the hybrid device and 
Cr for FE–FET) and thus likely to generate distinct charge–trapping and screening 
effects. This may possibly result in 1 V difference in the observed threshold voltage 
for the two devices. Fig. 5-5 illustrates similar trends in FE–FET (Fig. 5-5 (a)) and 
hybrid (Fig. 5-5 (b)) device output characteristics measured at VGS ranging from 3 to 8 
V. The output current measured at VDS = VGS = 8 V is about 0.3 mA for both devices 
with W = L = 20 m. These measurements confirm the same EOT for both FE–FET 





Figure 5-7 (a) VFB against VPROG for FE–FET, hybrid memory and GI Flash devices 
(b) Estimated contribution of P–E hysteresis to the total VFB of hybrid device in 
part (a) and the electron sheet charge density as a function of VPROG. 
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Figs. 5-6 (a) and (b) examine the memory window for the FE–FET and hybrid 
devices, respectively. Devices are initially erased at 12 V for 5 seconds followed by 
program operation at VPROG ranging from -5 to -17 V (dashed lines show ID–VGS 
characteristics prior to erase operation). At lower program voltages (> –10 V), FE–
FET devices show memory window ( VTH) comparable to hybrid devices. However, 
for higher VPROG, VTH is seen to saturate in FE–FET at ~ 2.5 V as seen from Fig. 5-6 
(a). This value is about 1 V higher than the simulated VTH at the same operating 
voltage (discussed in the previous chapter). The difference in the observed and 
simulated values may arise from the contribution of unintended electron trapping in 
the ferroelectric during program operation, which has not been included in the 
simulation. Further, the current drive also starts degrading beyond VPROG = –13 V as 
observed from the skewing of the ID-VGS characteristics.  
Hybrid devices demonstrate continued increase in VTH (Fig. 5-6 (b)) and 
minimal skewing in transfer curves even at VPROG = –15 V. Fig. 5-7 (a) summarizes 
the flat band shift ( VFB) against VPROG for FE–FET, hybrid as well as GI Flash 
devices. GI Flash devices show VFB of 1 V at VPROG = –16 V against hybrid memory 
which demonstrates VFB over 4 V. Inadequate memory window in GI Flash is a result 
of insufficient program field in the tunnel oxide. Unlike dielectric materials, where 
electric displacement is proportional to the field, majority of the displacement in 
ferroelectric materials arises from the spontaneous polarization of aligned dipoles. As 
a result, the ferroelectric absorbs a smaller voltage drop as compared to a dielectric 
with the same EOT, enhancing the field in the adjoining dielectric layers. This 
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observation agrees well with the simulation results which predict about 2 MV/cm 
smaller electric field in the tunnel oxide of GI Flash at ± 14 V program/erase (P/E) 
operation. 
 
Figure 5-8 VFB against tPROG for FE–FET and hybrid memory for VPROG = −12 V 
and −16 V. 
 
One of the concerns in the hybrid design as well as the FE–FET is the 
undesired tunneling of electrons from the channel during erase condition and a 
subsequent increase in the VFB of the device. However, as seen from Fig. 5-7 (a), VFB 
continues to decrease for erase voltages as high as 14 V, confirming negligible 
electron injection or trapping at the P(VDF−TrFE) and bottom oxide interface during 


































unintended channel hole injection for program operation. Fig. 5-7 (b) estimates the 
contribution of P–E hysteresis to the total VFB observed in Fig. 5-7 (a) for the hybrid 
device as well as the electron sheet charge density stored in HfO2 trap layer as a 
function of VPROG. 
Fig. 5-8 depicts the VFB as a function of the program time (tPROG) for FE–FET 
and hybrid memory devices for two different program voltages. Hybrid devices 
consistently showed higher programming efficiency over FE–FET for all VPROG. VFB 
observed for 50 ms pulse width at VPROG = –16 V is approximately 1.8 V for hybrid 
memory and 1 V for conventional FE–FET device. However, program saturation was 
no observed until 5 seconds in many devices, especially at lower VPROG (> –15 V). The 
estimated quasi-static electric field in P(VDF−TrFE) during program condition is 
about 600 kV/cm at –16 V. As discussed earlier and seen from Fig. 5-3, complete 
alignment of ferroelectric domains under 1 ms requires electric field over 2 MV/cm. 
For pulse magnitude of 2 V (570 kV/cm), switched polarization only adds to about 
half the saturation value in 50 ms. This explains the long program times for these 
devices with the present illustrative choices of geometry and materials. Further, the 
time scales for ferroelectric switching and charge injection being similar, it is not 
possible to distinguish between the VFB shift resulting from the two competing 
mechanisms. Integration of complex oxides such as PZT or SrBi2Ta2O9 may however 
enable ferroelectric switching below 1 µs [8, 30] and thereby single out its 





Figure 5-9 Retention characteristics for FE–FET and hybrid memory device after 
program operation at –12 V for 5 seconds 
 
Retention measurements were performed by applying a suitable read gate 
voltage (VREAD) and measuring the drain current of the programmed memory cell. 
VREAD was chosen to provide maximal difference between the drain current for the 
programmed and erased state in both memory devices. Fig. 5-9 shows the retention 
measurements for the two devices. Both the devices were programmed at VPROG = –12 
V for 5 seconds. VREAD was suitably chosen to be 1 V. VTH was extracted from the 
drain current monitored at VREAD for every time point. FE–FET device displayed poor 
retention characteristics as it lost more than 90 % of the VTH in less than 10
3
 seconds. 
Hybrid device, on the other hand, demonstrated much better retention of the 
programmed state with less than 50 % loss after 10
4
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Figure 5-10 Band diagram of the hybrid gate stack during retention condition with 
and without injected electrons 
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Figure 5-11 (a) Endurance of memory window against P/E cycling for FE–FET and 
hybrid device. The devices were programmed and erased at ±12 V with the pulse 
duration of 20 ms each (b) Gate current measurements for the devices show that FE–
FET sustains 40 times larger current at –10 V and 20 times larger current at 12 V 
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Not all electrons injected during program condition may get captured in the 
thin trapping layer.  Due to the polycrystalline nature of the adjoining P(VDF−TrFE), 
some of them may get captured in the bulk of the ferroelectric film. However, upon 
removal of program voltage, those trapped in the bulk experience the depolarization 
field developed in the ferroelectric. In case of FE–FETs, these electrons gradually 
thermalize or leak out as they are guided by the depolarization field to escape towards 
the gate. This leads to a substantial loss in memory window observed in FE–FET cells. 
The trap layer located between the ferroelectric and the tunnel oxide for hybrid 
memory acts as an ideal potential well for such emitted electrons. The depolarization 
field assists the gradual movement of these electrons towards the trap sites in the 
potential well. Those already captured in these trap sites increase the compensating 
negative charge at the ferroelectric surface and thus reduce the depolarization field. 
This helps longer retention of the programmed state in hybrid memory.  
Fig. 5-10 compares the effect of electron storage on the band diagram in the 
hybrid device during retention condition. The contribution of P–E hysteresis to the 




 is shown to reduce the 
depolarization field in P(VDF−TrFE) with no injected charge by over 25 % (225 
kV/cm, without compensating charge and 160 kV/cm, with stored electrons). As 
discussed in the previous chapter, retention field in the tunnel oxide also changes 
polarity upon charge injection (–0.5 MV/cm, without compensating charge and 3 
MV/cm with stored electrons). The arrows indicate the direction of gradual movement 
of injected electrons in the P(VDF–TrFE) film towards the trap layer. 
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It should be noted that the read voltage opposes the polarity of program voltage 
and results in finite disturbance of the programmed state during read operation. 
However, read disturb to the programmed state may be minimized by reducing the 
time of read operation. It can also be completely eliminated by immediate program 
operation or switching the present design to PMOS memory transistors. 
The retention times observed even in hybrid devices with the current proof-of-
concept choice of materials need major improvement for practicable implementation 
in nonvolatile memory systems. Absolute retention time is determined by the quality 
of the ferroelectric thin film as well as the tunnel oxide. For the current choice of 
ferroelectric material, we are restricted to the use of low temperature (< 140 ºC) 
processing for trap layer and tunnel dielectric deposition. However, low temperature 
thin film deposition techniques including ALD yield relatively porous films that may 
have significant trap densities. During retention condition, these traps may assist 
escape of captured electrons towards the gate. Significant improvement in the hybrid 
device may be attained by proceeding towards integration of oxide-based 
ferroelectrics that demonstrate enhanced performance at lower defect densities. The 
increased thermal budget (for e.g. ~ 600 ºC for PZT) would also permit the use of high 
temperature deposition processes like chemical vapor deposition (CVD) that are 
known to produce denser films at reduced trap densities. Thus, a combined effect of a 
superior ferroelectric with improved trap layer and tunnel dielectric can realize 
significantly longer retention time. 
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Reliability is a serious concern in ferroelectric-based devices due to their 
ability to permanently trap charges at defect sites and demonstrate shrinking hysteresis 
over repeated P/E operations [7, 19]. Fig. 5-11 (a) presents the endurance of FE–FET 
and hybrid memory against P/E cycling. The devices were programmed and erased at 
±12 V with pulse width of 20 ms each. Hybrid devices show negligible loss of 
memory window until 10
5
 P/E cycles. FE–FET devices however only retain 50 % of 
their memory window after 1000 cycles. Higher endurance can be attributed to lower 
fluence of charge in the hybrid memory during P/E cycling. As previously observed 
from switching measurements (Fig. 5-2(a)), P(VDF−TrFE) film can assist charge 
transport through grain boundaries or defect sites that may result in higher charging 
and discharging currents in FE–FET devices during cycling. This is confirmed from 
Fig. 5-11 (b), which plots gate current density in two devices. FE–FET supports 40 × 
higher current at –10 V and 20 × higher current at 12 V compared to the hybrid 
device. The presence of top tunnel oxide in hybrid memory blocks majority of this 
defect-induced leakage current and therefore reduces the fluence of charge during 
cycling.  
All the above results bring out the major advantages of hybrid design over 
conventional FE–FET with the same EOT. The choice of ferroelectric material used in 
these devices was purely based on the ease of integration in the memory gate stack. 
This enhancement in principle may be achieved through any other ferroelectric 
material with appropriate film thickness (scales with dielectric constant). For example, 
oxide-based ferroelectrics may realize comparable electrostatic benefits with large 
film thicknesses (> 300 nm). Superior performance in programming efficiency and 
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retention characteristics can be additionally obtained by the use of such materials to 
demonstrate faster switching, lower leakage and higher cycling endurance. However, 
their integration at sub–20 nm nodes and beyond may ultimately be constrained by the 
high device aspect ratio (> 20) and the cell–to–cell interference generated thereof. 
Regardless of this limitation, hybrid devices can offer significant advantages in low–
power embedded memory applications at relaxed device dimensions. 
 
Table 5-2 Comparison of Operational parameters in Memory Devices for VTH = 3 V 




Operating Voltage [V] 15 > 20  12 17 
Retention field top oxide 
[MV/cm] 
 4.78 2.41 1.39 
Retention field bottom oxide 
[MV/cm] 
–1.06 –1.06 –1.29 –1.15 
Program field top oxide [MV/cm]  –5.3 
(@ –14 V) 
–6.7 
(@ –12 V) 
–9.35  
(@ –17 V) 
Depolarization field [kV/cm] 237  96 200 
Trapped electron density [cm
-2
]  1.2 × 10
13
 8 × 10
12






5.5 Towards Flexible Hybrid Memory Operation 
The alignment of atomic or molecular dipoles to the applied field in the 
ferroelectric creates huge electric displacement in the adjoining dielectric layers 
during program operation that helps gate injection of electrons. The magnitude of 
spontaneous polarization attained during P/E conditions depends on the applied gate 
bias. In the event of fast switching of the ferroelectric, a huge electric displacement in 
the tunnel oxide initiates the process of electron injection from the gate.  The amount 
of electrons injected into the storage depends primarily on tPROG besides material 
parameters like capture cross section and trap emission coefficients. Therefore, 
contribution from P–E hysteresis and injected charge to the total VTH may be tuned 
by an appropriate choice of P/E voltages and tPROG for any given gate stack geometry 
and the choice of materials. This offers the possibility of maximizing one of the many 
criteria in the performance matrix of nonvolatile memories.  
As an illustration, we consider the same hybrid gate stack and GI Flash designs 
mentioned in Table 5-1. However, they are compared against an FE–FET with 
identical bottom oxide but thicker P(VDF−TrFE) film (53 nm) adding up to the same 
EOT as the other memory gate stacks. It should be noted that the physical thickness of 
the hybrid gate stack is smaller than that for FE–FET and this difference would get 
even more pronounced with high-κ ferroelectric materials.  Table 5-2 summarizes the 
operation parameters for all the memory designs with VTH = 3 V specification. FE–
FET is seen to require operating voltage of ±15 V. In GI Flash architecture, this is 




 electron sheet 
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charge density and over ±20 V P/E operation. It may never achieve realistic retention 
times with such large VTH = 3 V due to high fields (> 4.7 MV/cm) in the tunnel 
oxide.    
We investigate two regimes of operation for the hybrid design. For simplicity, 
we assume the ferroelectric switches much faster than the time scales for charge 
injection. Hybrid 40:60 is a possible low-voltage design that has a 1.2 V (40 %) 
contribution in total VTH arising from P–E hysteresis and the remaining 60 % from 
injected charge. The high-voltage design, hybrid 60:40, has just the opposite 
contributions to the total VTH. As seen from Table 5-2, hybrid 40:60 offers P/E 
operation at ±12 V and above 50 % reduction in Edp over FE–FET. The electron sheet 




 which would result in longer tPROG and larger 
fields in the tunnel oxide during retention. Hybrid 60:40 design relies more on the 
ferroelectric contribution and therefore operates on a larger P–E hysteresis. The 
operating voltage is estimated to be ±17 V. Owing to lower density of the stored 
electrons, the reduction in depolarization field is less than 20 %. The field 
enhancement in the tunnel oxide is significant on account of larger contribution from 
polarization, making it suitable for relatively fast P/E operation. Both designs show 
significant improvement over GI Flash in P/E and retention electrostatics as seen from 
the table. 
The above illustrative example for flexible operation may provide additional 
benefit with fast switching ferroelectric thin films.  As described earlier, due to slow 
switching in P(VDF–TrFE), VTH progression with tPROG is indistinguishable between 
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the two memory mechanisms. However, the possibility of sub-microsecond switching 
in ferroelectrics can offer their distinct signature in tPROG. Although the overall P/E 
time is still limited by slow electron tunneling processes, faster switching ferroelectric 
in principle can demonstrate dual P/E speeds that may open new opportunities for 
nonvolatile memory integration in embedded system applications. 
Estimation of switching time in hybrid gate stack using quasistatic electric 
field approximation severely underestimates P/E speeds in ferroelectric-based 
memories. For example, at the onset of the program operation, the remanent 
polarization opposes the direction of the applied field inside the ferroelectric. In order 
to generate the same displacement in the entire gate stack, electric field in the 
ferroelectric is momentarily enhanced above the quasistatic value. The magnitude of 
enhancement depends upon the thickness, dielectric constant and remanent 
polarization of the film. Dipole switching is sensitive to the applied field and this 
enhancement accelerates the process of polarization reversal. Voltage drop in the 
remainder of the gate stack diminishes to accommodate the higher electric field inside 
the ferroelectric. Consequently, field sensitive electron tunneling process is 
suppressed. As time progresses, the aligned dipoles add towards the electric 
displacement to gradually reduce the effect of enhancement. Upon complete reversal 
of remanent polarization, electric field in the gate stack settles to the quasistatic value. 
In other words, ferroelectric switching is electrostatically favored over electron 
tunneling at the beginning of the P/E operation that may enable the dual speed process. 
Simulations incorporating simultaneous modeling of kinetics in ferroelectric switching 
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and charge tunneling can capture such transient effects to provide realistic estimates in 
P/E speeds in hybrid memory. 
5.6 Conclusion 
This chapter presents the fabrication and measurement results for the proposed 
ferroelectric and charge hybrid nonvolatile memory based on the simulation insights 
given in the previous chapter. Hybrid devices were fabricated with integration of 
P(VDF−TrFE) copolymer as the ferroelectric and HfO2 thin film as the charge trap 
layer. Hybrid devices displayed better memory performance including larger memory 
window and longer retention times against conventional FE–FET devices. 
Spontaneous polarization induced field enhancement in the tunnel oxide enabled 
higher program efficiency over GI Flash. The inclusion of tunnel oxide also reduced 
the fluence of charge during P/E cycling that facilitated over 100 × improvement in 
endurance compared to FE–FET design. Hybrid design offers the flexibility of tuning 
the contribution of P–E hysteresis and charge to the total VTH and therefore target 
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CHAPTER 6 FERROELECTRIC–ASSISTED DUAL–SPEED DRAM–FLASH 
HYBRID MEMORY 
6.1 Abstract  
This chapter presents a novel one–transistor low–voltage DRAM–Flash hybrid 
memory. The proposed device integrates ferroelectric thin film and nonvolatile charge 
injection, and demonstrates two modes of operations: 1) a fast (10–100 ns) DRAM–
like mode with ~ 10
3
 seconds retention, associated with ferroelectric switching and 2) 
a slower (1 ms) Flash–like mode with long retention time, from charge tunneling into 
floating nodes. The time evolution of the electric field in the ferroelectric and the 
tunnel oxide is shown to naturally establish a two–step mechanism during the program 
operation. The complementary characteristics of ferroelectric switching and gate 
charge–injection enable low–voltage program/erase (± 8 V), large memory window 
(0.8 V) and long retention time (> 10 years). Devices were fabricated with the lead 
zirconium titanate (PZT) thin film as the ferroelectric layer and Au nanocrystals for 
gate–injected electron storage. Pulsed programming measurements were also 
performed to distinguish the memory window obtained from the two mechanisms in 
DRAM and Flash operations.  
6.2 Introduction 
The rapid growth in mobile computing coupled with the demand for improved 
energy–efficient data centers has lead to a continued interest in the discovery of new 
nonvolatile memory devices with higher speeds and lower power consumption. This 
category of ‘storage–class memory’ is expected to eventually bridge the gap between 
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conventional nonvolatile devices like NAND Flash and  fast–access memory like 
DRAM with short latencies [1]. Two–terminal devices that rely on resistance 
switching, such as the phase change (PC) RAM, resistive (Re) RAM and magnetic  
RAM, have demonstrated considerable promise in realizing fast program and long 
retention with sub–5 V operating voltages [2–6]. However, they still suffer from 
access device scalability limitation and peak switching current compliance issues that 
impede their application to low–power mass storage. For now, Flash memory still 
remains the major work horse for off–chip data storage due to its high density and low 
power architecture.  
 Ferroelectric (FE) FET–based memories present a viable approach to storage–
class functionality [7–9]. They combine the high speed and low voltage operation 
inherent to ferroelectric switching with the non–destructive readout intrinsic to FET.   
However, the strong remanent polarization (Pr) cannot be compensated thoroughly by 
the underlying semiconductor during retention. This sets up a depolarization field 
(Edp) that promotes randomization of aligned dipoles. The high field induced in the 
blocking layer can also induce tunneling from the substrate. These effects are known 
to limit the retention in FE–FETs [10, 11] to days. Compensating charge of opposite 
polarity placed near the ferroelectric surface polarization charge can effectively reduce 
Edp and improve retention. This was demonstrated in a novel ferroelectric and charge 
hybrid device that incorporates gate injection of electrons during the program 
operation [12, 13]. This chapter extends the idea of these complementary memory 
mechanisms to demonstrate two modes of program characteristics that naturally result 
from the distinct time scales in ferroelectric switching and charge injection: 1) fast 
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DRAM–like switching that arises from ferroelectric polarization and 2) slower Flash–
like electron tunneling to the floating nodes that increases memory window (ΔVTH) 
and improves retention by reducing Edp in ferroelectric and the electric field in the 
tunnel oxide, simultaneously. 
 The prospects of DRAM and Flash integration on a single transistor have been 
previously explored [14]. This unified RAM (URAM) combines the functionality of 
capacitorless DRAM and a charge–trap Flash in a one–transistor memory gate stack. 
The proposed ferroelectric and charge hybrid design differs from URAM in two main 
ways. The two memory mechanisms in URAM, namely storage of holes in the SOI 
body and storage of channel–injected electrons in dielectric traps, generate ΔVTH with 
opposite polarities. Secondly, hole generation in URAM occurs by avalanche 
breakdown at the drain junction that necessitates high current and independent control 
of the drain node. The two memory mechanisms in the proposed hybrid device are 
additive in ΔVTH, and do not require high drain fields, which enables both NAND and 
NOR configurations.  
This chapter describes the concept and operation of the one–transistor DRAM–
Flash hybrid memory as well as discusses the measurements obtained with the 
proposed design. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6-3 explains the dual–
speed program mechanism inherent to the hybrid gate stacks. Devices were fabricated 
with the lead zirconium titanate (PZT) thin film as the ferroelectric and Au 
nanocrystals (NCs) as charge storage nodes. Section 6-4 outlines the fabrication 
process of the device. Characterization of PZT switching and electrical measurement 
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Figure 6-1 Schematic of ferroelectric–assisted DRAM–Flash hybrid memory. 
Program operation in the DRAM mode involves the short program pulse that aligns 
the ferroelectric domains in the PZT film. On prolonged program, the device enters 
the Flash mode with gate injection into the charge trap layer (Au nanocrystals here). 
Trapped charge adds to the memory window and reduces ferroelectric depolarization 






































6.3 The Dual-speed Operating Principle 
A ferroelectric and charge hybrid nonvolatile memory has been previously 
demonstrated [13] with slow-switching polyvinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene 
[P(VDF−TrFE)] copolymer. Fig. 6-1 shows the revised device schematic for the 
proposed dual–speed DRAM–Flash version. The program operation is performed with 
a negative gate bias that favors the alignment of ferroelectric polarization to the 
applied field. DRAM–like switching arises from fast–responding PZT dipole 
polarization, while Flash–like operation is obtained by gate–injection of electrons into 
the Au NCs.  The mode of operation (DRAM or Flash) for a specific program voltage 
(VPROG) depends solely on the program time (tPROG).  The kinetics of ferroelectric 
domain switching and of electron tunneling is extremely sensitive to the electric field 
in the respective materials [15–18]. Therefore, in order to comprehend the dynamics 
of total ΔVTH evolution with tPROG as well as the contribution from each mechanism, 
we need to analyze the electric fields in the two coupling layers. 
To simplify our analysis, we examine 1–D electrostatics in the gate stack 
direction. Furthermore, we assume no net charge is stored on the floating nodes at the 
start of the program operation, where the electric displacement is continuous across all 
gate stack layers. This is shown in Eq. (1). DFE, DTOX and DBOX are the displacements 
in the ferroelectric, tunnel oxide and bottom dielectric, FE, εTOX and εBOX are the 
dielectric constants, EFE, ETOX and EBOX are the corresponding electric fields and P 
represents the dipole polarization. 
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BOXBOXTOXTOXTOXFEFEFE EEDPED  (1) 
For the fixed VPROG at any tPROG, 
TOXTOXFEFEBOXBOXSiPROG tEtEtEVV  (2) 
where VSi is the voltage drop in silicon, and tBOX,  tTOX and tFE are the thicknesses of 
the bottom dielectric, tunnel oxide and the ferroelectric. EFE can then be evaluated by 


























where C|| is capacitance of all other dielectrics in the gate stack.  For simplification, we 
assume that P is initially randomized (P = 0 at tPROG = 0
–
). At the beginning of 
program (tPROG = 0
+
), EFE attains the highest value. As tPROG progresses, P gradually 
aligns to the applied electric field (|P| > 0) and adds to the displacement in the 
ferroelectric. Therefore, magnitude of EFE diminishes with increasing P, as seen from 
Eq. (3). This generates field enhancement in the tunnel dielectric that initiates electron 
tunneling from the gate electrode. In other words, ferroelectric polarization switching 
is favored at the beginning of the program operation and electron tunneling becomes 
appreciable only after sufficient dipole alignment has been developed.  It should be 
noted that this effect would be enhanced if initial polarization is aligned opposite to 
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the applied field from erase (P and EFE have opposite polarity at tPROG = 0
+
). Secondly, 
the degree of reduction in EFE (consequently the enhancement in ETOX) depends on tFE 
and C||. This effect would be more prominent for larger contribution from non–
ferroelectric layers to the total EOT (lower tFE and smaller C||).   
 
Figure 6-2 Magnitude of the electric field in the ferroelectric (EFE) and tunnel oxide 
(ETOX) as a function of switched polarization (P). Because P evolves from a 
randomized state, magnitude EFE is highest at the beginning of program operation. 
As tPROG progresses, P increases and the voltage drop in ferroelectric is transferred to 
the adjoining dielectric layers. ETOX is boosted over 2 MV/cm after P rises above 2 
µC/cm
2
, initiating significant electron injection from the gate. 
 
Let us consider the specific case of the proposed memory gate stack. Fig. 6-2 
shows the dependence of the magnitude of EFE and ETOX on P. The electronic 
dielectric constants considered here are FE = 165 and εTOX = 3.9, as observed from our 




































measurements in Section 6-5. It is known that switching times measured oxide–based 
ferroelectric thin film capacitors are exponentially dependent on applied EFE. 
Particularly for PZT, which depicts high spontaneous polarization (Ps > 15 µC/cm
2
), 
over 90 % of dipoles align to the applied field in 1 µs for EFE = 160 kV/cm [15]. This 
switching time is drastically reduced below 100 ns for EFE = 220 kV/cm. For VPROG = 
– 8 V, the magnitude of EFE is over 150 kV/cm. With increase in tPROG, EFE is reduced 
proportionally to the total P. Unlike ferroelectric capacitors, complete polarization 
switching cannot be achieved in FE–FET or hybrid memory structures. Maximum 
switched polarization is usually limited by the maximum displacement that can be 
sustained by the blocking dielectric, (~3 µC/cm
2 
for SiO2). Switching time required for 
such incomplete polarization (~ 0.2Ps) can be over an order of magnitude lower than 
that required for complete dipole alignment. Further, such incomplete polarization is 
sufficient to generate reasonable ΔVTH in ferroelectric transistors. This is confirmed by 
the fast switching observed in PZT and other FE–FETs even under low voltage 
operation [8, 19, 20].  
To summarize, preferential switching in the ferroelectric followed by field 
enhancement in the tunnel dielectric can bring forth a two–step program/retention 
characteristics. Due to the exponential dependence of switching rate on EFE, the dipole 
alignment eventually saturates. For example, as seen from Fig. 6-2, EFE equals 75 
kV/cm when P reaches 2 µC/cm
2
, at which point the rate of polarization switching is 
nearly diminished. This short tPROG operation is designated as the DRAM mode. Both 
ETOX and tPROG are insufficient to cause any electron tunneling in this mode and the 
ΔVTH in the hybrid device is entirely due to dipole polarization. Retention in this state 
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is usually poor (at best days depending on the gate stack parameters) owing to dipole 
randomization induced by Edp. An ideal tPROG (10 ns – 1 µs) for the DRAM mode 
would be constrained by the minimum ΔVTH requirements as well as the quality of the 
ferroelectric film. Further, tPROG may be reduced by optimizing the EOT of the 
ferroelectric or increasing VPROG.  
On continued programming beyond the DRAM mode, the hybrid device 
naturally enters the Flash mode. Because P is high, the value of ETOX in the Flash 
mode is enhanced by over 2 MV/cm compared to the DRAM mode. Therefore, as 
tPROG progresses (~ 100 µs – 1 ms), electron tunneling starts to dominate and adds to 
the total ΔVTH of the hybrid device. The trapped electrons partially compensate the 
ferroelectric polarization to reduce Edp during retention. The Flash mode is thus 
characterized by higher ΔVTH with significant contribution from electron charge. The 
reduction in Edp also facilitates longer retention times.  
Polarization switching and electron storage in the floating nodes together 
enlarge the field in the bottom oxide. The maximum ΔVTH obtained in the Flash mode 
would be determined by the maximum field supported by the bottom dielectric before 
substantial hole injection from the channel occurs. Erase operation is performed by 
applying a positive gate bias and follows similar dynamics as the program operation. 
6.4 Device Fabrication 
One–transistor hybrid devices were fabricated with the modified gate–last 
process. The PMOS transistor was chosen as the sensing channel in order to align read 
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voltage to VPROG and thereby overcome read disturb. N–type silicon substrates with 
resistivity of 5–20 Ω–cm were patterned to define the active region by shallow trench 
isolation (STI). Boron implantation was performed in the source/drain (S/D) region 
followed by dopant activation. 10 nm HfO2 was deposited at 300 ºC by plasma 
enhanced atomic layer deposition (PE–ALD). The bottom oxide needs to disable hole 
tunneling from the channel and also block interdiffusion of PZT in silicon during 
anneal. PZT was deposited on HfO2 using a RF magnetron sputtering system in the 
on-axis configuration from a lead zirconate titanate [Pb (Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3] ceramic target 
with 20 % excess PbO [21]. The thickness of the ferroelectric film was 170 nm. The 
film went through rapid thermal annealing at 750 ºC for 60 seconds. NCs were self–
assembled over PZT by evaporation of 12 Å of Au and subsequent annealing at 650 ºC 
for 60 seconds [22]. 4 nm PE–ALD SiO2 deposited at 300 ºC formed the tunnel oxide. 
The Ti/Al gate electrode was patterned by wet etch and Ni/Ti/Au S/D contacts were 
formed by lift–off. We also fabricated FE–FETs with the same gate stack 
configuration as the hybrid device excluding Au NCs, and gate-inject (GI) Flash 
transistors with the PZT layer replaced by 4 nm SiO2. The measurements from these 
control devices were used not only to benchmark the hybrid device under the same 
process flow but also isolate the contribution of individual memory components. 
Pt/PZT/Pt metal–ferroelectric–metal (MFM) capacitors were also made to study 




Figure 6-3 (a) X–ray diffraction measurement showing formation of ferroelectric 
PZT on HfO2 after 725 ºC anneal for 60s. (b) Polarization–electric field hysteresis at 
10 kHz in Pt/PZT/Pt capacitors measured for peak electric fields ranging from 200 
kV/cm to 400 kV/cm. (c) Small–signal CV measurement showing 4× higher 
capacitance at coercive voltage compared to high fields measured at 10 kHz. 
6.5 Results and Discussion 
6.5.1. Ferroelectric Thin Film Characterization 
Fig. 6-3 (a) shows the X–ray diffraction analysis of 170 nm PZT sputtered on 
10 nm HfO2 after annealing. The diffraction pattern shows reflections indicative of 
PZT formation with strong peaks at (100), (110), and (200). Intermediate phase 
formation was minimal and may be due to the lead–rich nature of the target and the 
annealing conditions. The maximum anneal temperature was limited to 750 ºC to 
avoid microcracking and interdiffusion. Fig. 6-3 (b) depicts the polarization–electric 
field (P–E) hysteresis in MFM capacitors measured by the Sawyer–Tower circuit [23]. 
The electric field was applied at 10 kHz with peak fields varied from 200 kV/cm to 
400 kV/cm. The spontaneous polarization (Ps) and remanent polarization (Pr) were 
observed to be 28 µC/cm
2
 and 16 µC/cm
2
 at 200 kV/cm. The coercive field (Ec) is 75 
kV/cm as seen from Fig. 6-3 (b). The dielectric constant as a function of the applied 
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field was obtained by small–signal capacitance measurements at 10 kHz. As shown in 
Fig. 6-3 (c), high capacitance was observed near ±Ec from the contribution of 
switching dipole to the total dielectric response. The electronic dielectric constant (εFE) 
measured after complete polarization switching was 165. 
 
Figure 6-4 Pulsed measurements evaluating polarization switching in Pt/PZT/Pt 
capacitors for various EFE. Switching time observed to align 80 % of the domains is 
100 µs at 150 kV/cm and 2 µs at 200 kV/cm. 
 
The switching response was determined by an altered positive–up–negative–
down (PUND) procedure [24]. A positive 6 V, 1 µs pulse was applied to attain 
complete alignment of polarization. The following negative pulse of magnitude ‘– V’ 









































































was used to measure the polarization of reversed domains and a final identical pulse 
corrected for the electronic component of polarization charge as well as back–
switching dipoles. Fig. 6-4 shows the switched polarization for tPULSE ranging from 50 
ns to 100 ms for various applied electric fields (EFE = V/tFE). As discussed earlier, the 
switching time depends exponentially on the applied voltage. At constant EFE = 200 
kV/cm, 80 % switching of the polarization is achieved below 1 µs. This time increases 
two orders of magnitude to 100 µs at EFE = 150 kV/cm.  
 
Figure 6-5 (a) Transfer characteristics for the hybrid device at VDS = –0.2 V and –2 
V. Subthreshold slope observed was 125 mV/decade. (b) Output characteristics for 
VGS ranging from 0 V to –2 V. 
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Figure 6-6 (a) CV characteristics showing the program window in the hybrid device 
for VPROG ranging from – 3 V to – 8 V. (b) Comparison between CV hysteresis at ± 6 
V reveals 0.4 V larger ΔVTH for the  hybrid device over FE–FET. 
 
It should be noted that the switching experiment measures dipole switching 
from a completely reversed polarization state. In comparison, the hybrid device 
operation is limited to ± 3 µC/cm
2
 from the randomized state. Therefore, the region of 
interest lies about 16 ± 3 µC/cm
2
 on the switching data. Depending on the applied 
VPROG, EFE at the beginning of program operation can be ~ 150 – 200 kV/cm (based on 
Fig. 6-2 for VPROG = – 8 V). At such fields, initial dipole alignment (~ 1 µC/cm
2
) can 
be reduced below 100 ns to accomplish the DRAM mode operation.   
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Figure 6-7 (a) Summary of program and erase ΔVTH measurements for hybrid, FE–
FET and GI–Flash device. (b) Estimated sheet charge density of electron stored in 
the Au NC layer as a function of VPROG in the hybrid device.  
 
 



























































6.5.2. DRAM–Flash Hybrid Device Measurements 
Fig. 6-5 (a) represents the transfer characteristics of the hybrid device with W = 
30 µm and L = 5 µm at VDS = 0.2 V and 2 V. The devices achieved ION/IOFF ratios 
above 10
6
 with subthreshold slopes ranging from 125 – 200 mV/decade. Devices did 
not show any ΔVTH hysteresis within ± 2 V operation. Fig. 6-5 (b) shows the output 
characteristics of the same device for varying VGS. In practical memory operation, the 
drain bias was limited to – 2 V to avoid hole injection over the HfO2 bottom dielectric. 
Fig. 6-6 (a) depicts the quasi–static CV characteristics for the hybrid device 
after program operation. Devices demonstrate steady VTH shift for VPROG = – 3 V to – 
8 V. Due to the contribution of injected electrons to the total ΔVTH, the hybrid device 
shows a higher memory window compared to that of a FE–FET. In Fig. 6-6 (b), CV 
hysteresis is compared between the two devices at ± 6 V. Fig. 6-7 (a) summarizes the 
ΔVTH analysis extracted from constant current measurements for varying program and 
erase voltages (VPROG and VERASE) applied for 100 ms. The FE–FET shows comparable 
ΔVTH to hybrid device for VPROG > – 5 V. At such low voltages, ETOX is too low to 
induce any electron tunneling in the hybrid device. However, a clear distinction can be 
observed between the two devices for VPROG < – 5 V. The hybrid device shows 
continued rise in ΔVTH over FE–FET due to injected–electron contribution. For VPROG 
= – 8 V, ΔVTH in the hybrid memory is 0.8 V in comparison to 0.35 V in the FE–FET. 
ΔVTH in GI Flash transistors is small, and demonstrates weak dependence on VPROG. 
Due to the large capacitance of the tunnel oxide from the gate (4 nm SiO2), the 
injected electrons have modest influence on ΔVTH. The fabricated FE–FET devices are 
electrostatically equivalent to the hybrid devices without injected charge. Therefore, 
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electron stored charge density and its contribution to total ΔVTH (Fig. 6-7 (b)) can be 
estimated in the hybrid device as a function of VPROG. The charge density is predicted 









VPROG = – 7 V, at which point its contribution to total ΔVTH is over 50 %. The erase 
characteristics also follow a similar trend across all devices.  
 
Figure 6-8 (a) High–voltage program and erase ΔVTH measurements showing 
reversal of memory window above ± 8 V for the hybrid device and ±11 V for FE–
FET. (b) Quasi–static IV hysteresis comparison before and after ΔVTH reversal 
showing consequent skewing in IV characteristics.  
 
For larger magnitude of VPROG, an anomalous reversal in memory window is 
observed for both ferroelectric–based devices. Since the two devices are designed to 
be electrostatically equivalent, the reversal VPROG only depends on the maximum 
positive ΔVTH that the memory gate stacks can support. In other words, the reversal 
occurs at smaller |VPROG| for the hybrid device than that of FE–FET. Fig. 6-8 (a) shows 
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the reversal VPROG of hybrid and FE–FET devices to be – 8 V and – 11 V, respectively. 
This phenomenon has been previously observed for other high–κ dielectrics integrated 
in PZT FE–FETs [25, 26].  
Conventional Flash devices usually show saturation in ΔVTH with increasing 
VPROG. As more and more charge is injected in the floating gate, its potential rises and 
steadily enhances the field in the blocking dielectric. With continued increase in 
VPROG, most of the injected charge is lost to the tunneling current out of the floating 
gate. The situation is different in case of the FE–FET and the hybrid device with the 
ΔVTH reversal. During program operation, the field in the bottom dielectric gradually 
builds up as the result of polarization switching and electron gate–injection (in the 
hybrid device).  This eventually initiates tunneling of holes from the substrate. Holes 
are injected over the bottom oxide into the dead layer formed at the ferroelectric 
interface as a result of high temperature annealing. This unintentional storage layer has 
low capacitance from the control gate. Therefore, ΔVTH generated by these trapped 
holes is of an opposite polarity and can be larger compared to the ΔVTH together 
caused by polarization and gate–injected electrons. This leads to an abrupt reversal in 
the threshold voltage. A similar trend is also observed in the erase characteristics and 







Figure 6-9 (a) Pulsed program measurements for hybrid, FE–FET and GI–Flash 
devices at VPROG = – 8 V. Sub–microsecond ΔVTH > 0.1 V is observed in both 
ferroelectric–based devices. (b) Estimated contribution of ferroelectric polarization 
































































































The reversal VPROG and maximum positive ΔVTH obtained depends on tPROG, 
high–κ and PZT thickness as well as the material properties such as bottom dielectric 
band offsets with silicon, dielectric constant and interfacial quality. For example, 
Al2O3 shows negligible positive ΔVTH before reversal [27]. On the other hand, La2O3 
and Dy2O3 show high field tolerance to hole injection [28, 19].  However, this ΔVTH 
reversal cannot be used for erase, as subsequent program will follow a different 
hysteresis loop with short retention time. Fig. 6-8 (b) shows the quasistatic IV 
hysteresis before (± 4 V) and after (± 6 V) ΔVTH reversal in the hybrid device. The 
consequent skewing of IV characteristics upon reversal is a result of the trapped holes 
in HfO2 responding to the applied bias. 
Fig. 6-9 depicts the program pulse measurements on all devices at VPROG = – 8 
V. The applied tPROG was varied from 30 ns to 10 ms. As seen from Fig. 6-9 (a), both 
hybrid and FE–FET devices show DRAM–like operation (ΔVTH > 0.1 V) for tPROG 
below 100 ns. This is attributed to an enhanced EFE (~ 170 kV/cm) that causes rapid 
polarization dipole alignment at the start of the program operation (see Fig. 6-2). The 
estimated polarization in PZT for ΔVTH = 0.15 V is 0.5 µC/cm
2
, as calculated from 
ΔVTH = P/CFE. When these initial domains align, they diminish EFE (< 125 kV/cm) to 
retard subsequent polarization switching. According to Fig. 6-4, switching time for 
EFE = 100 kV/cm at 16 ± 1 µC/cm
2
 is seen to be 5 – 10 µs and even higher at lower 
EFE. This explains the gradual saturation in ΔVTH observed for both devices beyond 
tPROG = 1 µs. Optimal DRAM-mode tPROG can be chosen to meet the minimal ΔVTH 




Figure 6-10 Program/erase cycling for the hybrid device with L = W = 5 µm in the 
DRAM mode at stress voltage of ± 8 V.  
 
In the DRAM mode, ΔVTH arises exclusively from polarization switching, and 
both ferroelectric devices show similar ΔVTH for short tPROG. There is however a clear 
distinction between the two devices beyond tPROG = 100 µs due to the contribution of 
injected electrons in the hybrid device. Electron tunneling is also evident in GI Flash 
device with ΔVTH > 0 for tPROG > 100 µs. The minimum tPROG in Flash mode depends 
on the total ΔVTH requirements after 10–year retention time. It can be optimized by 
increasing tTOX and VPROG. Fig. 6-9 (b) estimates the contribution of polarization to the 
total ΔVTH and the injected sheet charge density in the hybrid device at every tPROG. 
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Fig. 6-10 depicts the hybrid memory performance in terms of program/erase 
(P/E) cycling for the DRAM mode. 1 µs P/E pulses at ± 8 V were applied and the 
consequent modulation in channel conductance was measured. Devices displayed 
considerable variation in conductance especially after the erase operation. Phase 
formation and fatigue mechanisms of PZT on metal electrodes have been well studied 
[29, 30]. However, the growth and switching characteristics of PZT deposited on 
amorphous oxides are less understood. Variability in ΔVTH after fast P/E cycling may 
result from movement of trapped charge in the bulk of the ferroelectric film. The 
cycling stability can be partially improved by optimizing the deposition and annealing 
parameters of the PZT. A lead–rich target was used to compensate the PbO loss during 
post-annealing. However, it has been shown that lead–rich films can sometimes cause 
the appearance of lead–rich intermediary phases such as AB3O7-type lead titanate and 





indicate the presence of intermediary phases, which might promote unwanted charge 
trapping and detrapping in the bulk during P/E operations.  Further, domain switching 
is known to be dependent on the grain size as well as the nature of the interfacial dead 
layer [32, 33]. These material dependent effects need thorough scrutiny to reduce 




Figure 6-11 Retention measurement comparison for FE–FET (DRAM mode) and the 
hybrid device (Flash mode) for VPROG = – 8 V at tPROG = 100 ms. The hybrid device 
shows higher ΔVTH and longer retention due to reduction in Edp by injected electrons 
over FE–FET.  
 
Fig. 6-11 represents the retention measurements on the hybrid and FE–FET 
devices. Devices were programmed at – 8 V for 100 ms to force the hybrid device in 
Flash operation. Due to lack of charge storage layer, the FE–FET remains in the 
DRAM mode even after such large tPROG. Electron storage in Au NCs partially 
compensates the polarization charge in the ferroelectric to reduce Edp. Therefore, the 
Flash mode shows much longer retention with lower rate of ΔVTH loss compared to 
DRAM mode. There is a clear trade–off in increasing the contribution of electron 
storage to the total ΔVTH. While storing more electrons on Au NCs reduces the extent 
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This aspect needs detailed investigation in order to optimize the contribution from the 
two mechanisms. The projected 10–year retention for the Flash mode is still 
insufficient but this inadequacy may be attributed to the charge loss by the Poole–
Frenkel leakage in the ferroelectric layer and trap–assisted leakage across the 4 nm 
tunnel oxide. Electron retention can be improved by increasing tTOX at the expense of 
higher VPROG. 
6.6 Device Prospects and Scaling Limitations 
With the ability to program at two independent speeds, the hybrid memory can 
be a viable contender for the storage–class memory and for specific applications such 
as instance check–pointing and context switching in multithreaded operations. Due to 
the moderate operating voltages and low peak current requirements, these hybrid 
device systems can be designed using NAND or NOR architectures to enable 
massively parallel P/E operations. However, sub–100 nm scaling of the hybrid device 
is currently limited by the thickness of the ferroelectric film. Due to high dielectric 
constants, ΔVTH scales rapidly with tFE, and the memory window practically vanishes 
for thicknesses below 100 nm. Secondly, off–axis coupling between adjacent memory 
cells can also be significantly higher than floating gate structures. Such coupling 
causes read and program disturb issues that can ultimately limit scaling. Experimental 
measurements of off–axis coupling may provide useful insight in calibrating dielectric 
tensors for P–E hysteresis. Detailed 3–D electrostatic simulations of P/E and retention 
conditions will be necessary to identify disturb mechanisms and their impact on 
scaling. However, researchers have recently reported the possibility of ferroelectric 
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HfO2 thin films by intentionally incorporating minute quantities of Si, Zr or several 
other elemental substitutions [34–36]. Further, they are shown to demonstrate 
reasonable Pr (10 – 15 µC/cm
2
) with low dielectric constants (εFE ~ 20 – 40). 
Integration of such materials could in principle extend the hybrid device scaling below 
20 nm at practical aspect ratios.  
6.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has introduced a novel dual–switching–speed hybrid memory 
design that benefits from two independent memory mechanisms, namely, ferroelectric 
polarization hysteresis and gate charge–injection. By integration of fast–switching 
ferroelectrics, the program operation is shown to naturally proceed in two stages, 
enhanced initial ferroelectric domain switching followed by voltage transfer to the 
tunneling dielectric. This unique mechanism was exploited to design the DRAM–
Flash hybrid device that exhibits sub–100 ns polarization switching in the DRAM 
mode and 1 ms gate injection of electrons in the Flash mode. Devices fabricated with 
PZT as the ferroelectric and Au NCs as the storage nodes with high–κ integration 
demonstrated sub–10 V P/E operation. The DRAM mode operation achieved ΔVTH > 
0.1 V for VPROG = – 8 V and tPROG = 100 ns, while the Flash mode operation displayed 
a larger memory window and much longer retention. Program and retention 
characteristics of the two modes were thoroughly analyzed to provide a clear 
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CHAPTER 7 MODELING OF PROGRAM AND RETENTION DYNAMICS IN 




This chapter presents a physical model for program and retention transients in 
ferroelectric and charge hybrid nonvolatile memory. A part–by–part statistical model 
governing domain switching in polycrystalline ferroelectrics was incorporated with the 
tunneling current simulations to predict the memory window (ΔVTH) evolution during 
program and retention operation in the hybrid memory. By using a specific case of the 
hybrid memory integrating thin film lead zirconium titanate (PZT) and Au 
nanocrystals, this model was calibrated to actual polarization switching measurements 
in PZT capacitors and program transients in the hybrid device. The resulting 
simulations validated the two–step program mechanism experimentally observed in 
such memories; namely, rapid initial domain switching in PZT on account of high 
fields in the ferroelectric followed by field enhancement in the tunneling dielectric 
which initiates electron injection into storage nodes. Further, these simulations were 
shown to accurately account for individual ΔVTH from the two additive memory 
mechanisms at all program times. The depolarization effect was shown to be a 
dominant cause of ΔVTH loss at short and moderate retention time scales (< 100 s). 
The model was also used to provide realistic estimates in achieving dual–speed 




Ferroelectric (FE)–FETs have generated considerable interest in recently as 
possible alternatives to Flash in low–power embedded memory applications [1]-[4]. 
Inorganic polycrystalline thin-film ferroelectrics such as lead zirconium titanate (PZT) 
and SrBi2Ta2O9 demonstrate high–speed (< 100 ns) polarization switching at low 
applied electric fields (100–200 kV/cm) that makes them a viable option in low–
voltage nonvolatile memories [5]-[8]. Recently, researchers have also shown the 
possibility of ferroelectric HfO2 with a few percent atomic substitutions by elements 
like Si, Zr and Yt [9]-[11]. FE–FETs made from such HfO2 thin films have 
demonstrated sub–100 ns switching with less than 6 V program/erase (P/E) operation 
[12]. These P/E speeds, although insufficient for DRAM specifications, are attractive 
in ‘storage class’ memory applications that demand nonvolatility with ultra–scaled 
density and high throughput [13]. 
 However, FE–FETs are known to exhibit limited retention on account of the 
randomization in the aligned polarization. Due to incomplete compensation of the 
ferroelectric surface charge by the free carriers in the sensing channel, the 
depolarization field (Edp) is set up inside the ferroelectric layer that opposes the 
remanent polarization (Pr) and leads to eventual back–switching of domains during the 
retention state [14]-[15].  One possible alternative to mitigate the effect of 
depolarization is to store nonvolatile charge on floating nodes adjacent to the 
ferroelectric thin film [16]. This was demonstrated in a ferroelectric and charge hybrid 
memory device that utilized gate–injection of electrons on storage nodes above the 
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ferroelectric film during program operation. The stored electrons benefit the memory 
performance in two distinctive ways:  additive memory window (ΔVTH) to the 
remanent polarization and partial compensation of Edp to improve the overall retention 
in these hybrid devices [17]. 
 The integration of these two memory mechanisms can be further extended to 
exploit the short polarization response time in ferroelectrics along with the long 
reliable retention in Flash–like storage. The previous chapter has shown that in the 
case of fast switching ferroelectrics like PZT, the program operation in the hybrid 
device naturally evolves into a two–step mechanism [18]. At the start of the program 
operation, large electric field in the ferroelectric film accelerates the process of dipole 
alignment. As program time (tPROG) increases, the dipole polarization adds to the total 
displacement in the ferroelectric, enhancing the electric field in the adjoining 
dielectrics. This phenomenon establishes a dual–speed attribute to the program 
transients which was experimentally demonstrated in the program characteristics of 
PZT–Au nanocrystal (NC) hybrid memory that showed fast DRAM–like response 
from the PZT as well as slow Flash–like electron tunneling to the storage nodes. 
 This chapter details the generalized methodology to model program and 
retention characteristics in ferroelectric and charge hybrid memories. We have used a 
statistical region–by–region switching model to describe ferroelectric polarization 
evolution to the applied program bias while solving it consistently with 1–D 
electrostatics as well as tunneling current calculations in the memory gate stack [19]-
[21]. The switching model is further calibrated by actual measurements from the PZT 
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thin film capacitors and PZT–Au NC hybrid memory. The hybrid model is shown to 
verify the observed two–step program mechanism and also provide useful insights into 
the design for DRAM and Flash mode operation. 
 
 
Figure 7-1 Polarization reversal data for Pt/PZT/Pt capacitors for pulse widths 
(tPULSE) ranging from 50 ns to 100 ms at different applied fields fitted to the 









































7.3 Hybrid Device Transient Modeling 
Evolution of polarization under the program bias is critical to high speed 
operation in the hybrid device. It is known that the domain switching rate is extremely 
sensitive to the instantaneous electric field experienced by the ferroelectric thin film. 
Unlike the ferroelectric capacitor, for which the instantaneous field equals the applied 
electric field (Eappl) for the entire pulse duration, the field inside the ferroelectric in 
series with a dielectric (with comparable or higher effective oxide thickness) 
continuously changes along the duration of the applied voltage pulse. As discussed 
earlier, this field is higher at the start of the program operation and gradually 
diminishes as the polarization aligns in the direction of the applied bias. To capture 
this phenomenon and estimate the two–step program process accurately, we need to 
model the kinetics of ferroelectric switching consistently with the electrostatics in the 
memory gate stack as well as the electron tunneling flux to the storage node. 
Over the last four decades, modeling of polarization switching in ferroelectric 
thin films has been investigated in great detail [22]-[24]. Kolmogorov–Avrami–
Ishibashi model [25]-[27] is frequently used to describe domain switching in single 
crystal films. However, in the case of sputtered polycrystalline films like PZT, the rate 
of domain switching is restricted to the grain boundaries and often limited by the 
domain wall friction between perpendicularly aligned neighbors [28]-[29].  These 
effects cannot be captured in such idealized models that assume unrestricted domain 
growth after initial nucleation.  Therefore, theories that consider the limitation of 
domain reversal by nucleation in polycrystalline films as well as empirical models that 
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include a wide spread in switching times have been investigated [30]-[31]. We have 
used a simple 1–D region–by–region switching model that is based on statistical 
distribution in switching delays for finitely many domains in the ferroelectric thin film 
[19]. This model is also shown to yield excellent matching with PZT polarization 
switching data as well as precisely predict the domain reversal to depolarization 
during retention condition in short and moderately long time scales [20].  
For the maximum value of spontaneous polarization (Ps), the model assumes 
the film to be divided uniformly into M0 parts or regions of equal polarization strength 
(=Ps/M0). The model starts with all regions M0 aligned opposite to the applied field. 
Then, assuming that N parts have already switched in the direction of the field (where 
N = 0, 1, 2,..., M0–1), time of switching for the (N+1)
th
 domain (tN+1) is evaluated 










0  (1) 
where t is the infinite-field switching time, α is the activation field for switching and 
EFE is the total electric field in the ferroelectric. Deposition of the ferroelectric film on 
a metal or dielectric often leads to formation of a low–k dead layer that modifies the 
applied electric field (Eappl). If dDL and dFE are the effective oxide thickness (EOT) of 
the dead layer and physical thickness of the ferroelectric, ε0 is the permittivity of free 








EE  (2) 
When N domains have switched, the net switched polarization (










t , dDL and α can be extracted from the polarization switching data of a ferroelectric 
capacitor. These parameters can then be used in modeling switching dynamics of the 
hybrid device. 
 At the start of the program operation, we assume that the initial ferroelectric 
domain configuration is completely randomized (i.e. N = M0/2). Then, for any 
instantaneous N, known dDL, fixed applied program voltage (VPROG) and given 
geometry, electrostatics in the entire gate stack (including EFE) is solved and tN+1 may 
be uniquely determined from Eq. (1). The instantaneous electron tunneling current 
from the gate electrode is calculated based on the electric field in the tunnel oxide by 
the Tsu–Esaki tunneling model [21]. The switching kinetics in ferroelectrics as well as 
electronic charge injected into the storage nodes are then evolved for this discrete time 
step of tN+1. At the end of tN+1, PSW is updated, electrostatic values are recalculated and 
the method is used iteratively. 
 The total accumulated tPROG in the hybrid device (or equivalently the switching 





iPROG tt  (4) 
Nonlinear capacitance of the ferroelectric film to the applied field gives rise to 
gate voltage dependence to the total EOT of the gate stack. This effect is also 
incorporated in the simulation based on the experimental results from the last chapter 
to give a realistic estimate of threshold voltage shift (ΔVTH) under read disturb. Flat 
band voltage at PSW = 0 and no stored charge is assumed to be 0 V. Electron tunneling 
current out of the storage layer during program operation is not considered and charge 
centroid movement during all memory operations is ignored. Simulation of retention 
dynamics follows the same methodology under short circuit condition (VPROG = 0 V). 
7.4 Simulation Results 
7.4.1. Ferroelectric Parameter Extraction 
Fig. 7-1 shows the polarization switching data for a Pt/PZT/Pt capacitor 
measured by a modified PUND method [18], [32]. The figure also depicts the 
switching model fitted to all applied fields. The fraction of domains switched is 
determined from an initial condition where all the polarization dipoles are opposing 
the applied electric field.  In other words, PSW is normalized to 2PS (= 32 µC/cm
2
 
here). The extracted parameters of t  = 140 ps, α = 1.7 MV/cm and dDL = 0.2 nm are 
seen to be consistent with values reported previously [19], [20], [33].  For high applied 
fields (> 100 kV/cm), the model shows excellent matching to the actual 
measurements. Such fields are experienced by the ferroelectric at the start of 
program/erase (P/E) operation as well as during short (< 10 s) retention time scales in 
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the hybrid device.  
 
Figure 7-2 Device schematic of dual–speed ferroelectric and charge hybrid 
nonvolatile memory including the geometry parameters used for simulations 
 
However, for low electric fields (< 70 kV/cm), which are important for 
depolarization assisted domain reversal at long retention time scales (> 100 s), the 
model is seen to deviate from the switching data. Polarization back–switching under 
such low fields is often dominated by other slow processes like internal charge 
compensation in the bulk and hole leakage from the channel. Such effects have not 
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Figure 7-3 (a) Evolution of electric field in the ferroelectric (EFE) and tunnel oxide 
(ETOX) as a function of tPROG for VPROG = –7 to –10 V. The two–step program process 
is evident from the transition of peak fields from EFE to ETOX with increasing tPROG. 
(b) Switched polarization in PZT (PSW) and density on the captured electrons on the 


















































































































As stated previously, hybrid memory program transients were simulated with 
the ferroelectric in a completely randomized state. This corresponds to PSW fraction 
equal to 0.5 at the start of program pulse. Further, ferroelectric film in a FE–FET or 
hybrid memory gate stack cannot attain complete polarization while still maintaining 
adjoining oxide reliability. For example, magnitude of PSW above 3 µC/cm
2
 generates 
an electric field over 1 V/nm in the adjoining SiO2 layer that is often detrimental to its 
integrity over repeated cycling.  Therefore, PSW fraction in hybrid memory P/E 
transients is restricted to the region of ~ 0.5 ± 0.1 in Fig. 7-1.  
7.4.2. Program Transients in Hybrid Device 
We have simulated the program characteristics for the dual–speed PZT–Au NC 
hybrid device fabricated in the last chapter. The bottom dielectric and tunnel oxide 
comprised of ALD HfO2 and SiO2 respectively. Fig. 7-2 shows the device schematic 
with the geometry parameters. dTOX, dFE and dBOX are the thicknesses and εTOX, εFE and 
εBOX are the dielectric constants of the tunnel oxide, ferroelectric and the bottom 
dielectric, respectively.  Tsu–Esaki tunneling model parameters of electron effective 
mass (meff) and gate emission barrier height (φb) were calibrated to program transients 
of gate–inject Flash devices fabricated in the same process flow.  
Fig. 7-3 (a) depicts the evolution of the electric fields in PZT (EFE) and the 
tunnel oxide (ETOX) with tPROG for VPROG ranging from –7 V to –10 V. As shown, EFE 
decreases linearly with every decade increase in tPROG. For VPROG = –10 V, EFE can be 
above 200 kV/cm at the start of the program operation (when PSW = 0 µC/cm
2
). 




(observed from Fig. 7-1), which assists rapid alignment of domains in the direction of 
the applied bias. However, EFE reduces linearly with increase in PSW, and this process 
gradually begins to decelerate as PSW becomes comparable to the total displacement 
(DFE) in the ferroelectric film (DFE = ε0εFEEFE + PSW).  
 
 
Figure 7-4 Band diagram for the hybrid gate stack at the beginning of the program 
operation and after its transition into Flash mode 
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This initial boost in EFE is crucial to DRAM–like switching for the hybrid 
device. It can be shown that such effect is more prominent at lower εFE and smaller 
dFE.  The transient evolution of PSW in tPROG is depicted in Fig. 7-3 (b) for various 
VPROG.  As PSW increases, the polarization switching rate diminishes with increasing 
tPROG. Further, this gradual saturation in PSW is seen to be more prominent for lower 
program voltages (|VPROG| < 9 V).  
ETOX is significantly enhanced when PSW becomes higher than ~1.5 µC/cm
2
 
and the hybrid device subsequently enters the tunneling regime.  As seen from Fig. 7-3 
(a), improvement in ETOX can be 20 – 30 % over the initial value and exhibits a strong 
dependence on VPROG. The transition from the DRAM to the Flash mode occurs when 
the gate–injected electrons begin to influence the overall electrostatics in the memory 
gate stack. This may also be characteristically distinguished by the maxima attained in 
the evolution of ETOX.  
As electrons begin to accumulate in the storage nodes, they repel the incoming 
electrons injected from the gate by reducing ETOX. The stored electrons however, have 
an opposite influence on EFE. They diminish the contribution of effective surface 
polarization to the total electric displacement at the ferroelectric interface. This leads 
to a ‘secondary’ domain reversal process in the ferroelectric at considerably 
diminished EFE and exhibits switching time scales comparable to electron tunneling. 
This switching is primarily aided by the accumulation of stored electrons and therefore 
depicts a weaker dependence on EFE. It also means that in an ideal scenario, with 
negligible hole tunneling from the substrate, this process may be practically sustained 
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over the remainder of the program time.  Such phenomenon is more evident in low 
program voltages, as observed in Fig. 7-3 (b). 
 
 
Figure 7-5 Total ΔVTH transient with contribution from injected electrons evolving 
with tPROG. In spite of a lower surface charge density, electrons show higher 
contribution to the total ΔVTH compared to ferroelectric polarization. 
 
The injected electronic surface charge density can become comparable to the 
polarization surface charge for longer tPROG. This is seen for VPROG = – 7 V and tPROG > 
10 ms, when injected charge density is ~ 50 % of the ferroelectric polarization. Fig. 7-
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operation (VPROG = –8 V) and after its transition into the Flash mode (tPROG = 0.5 ms) 
when PSW accumulates above 1.5 µC/cm
2
. EFE is observed to diminish by ~30 % and 
ETOX is enhanced over 25 % in the Flash mode. The electric field in the bottom 
dielectric (EBOX) also increases by the same proportion.  
Fig. 7-5 shows the predicted total ΔVTH as well as the contribution from 
injected electrons. The two–step mechanism is clearly discernible in fast responding 
domain switching and slower electron tunneling. The contribution from stored 
electrons to the total ΔVTH is only significant after PSW rises above 1.5 µC/cm
2
. It is 
possible to achieve ΔVTH > 0.2 V with less than 100 ns program pulses in DRAM 
mode as well as ΔVTH > 1 V with long retention in Flash mode with sub–10 V P/E 
operation. ΔVTH from electrons in the Flash mode can contribute towards more than 50 
% to the total ΔVTH of the device in spite of electron surface charge density being half 
of the ferroelectric polarization.  
It should however be noted that, as the Flash mode tPROG advances, both 
ferroelectric polarization and stored electrons generate massive enhancement in EBOX. 
The highest ΔVTH that the hybrid device can reliably display would depend on the 
maximum reliable EBOX that the bottom dielectric can support before substantial hole 
injection from the channel negates the intentional ΔVTH. These effects have not been 
included in the simulations for the purpose of simplicity. For the current device, the 
highest observed ΔVTH without channel hole–injection was ~0.8 V [Rajwade13]. This 
may however be improved by engineering the optimal bottom dielectric material and 
dBOX [34]-[35].  
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Figure 7-6 (a) Evolution of PSW under retention condition in the hybrid device for 
various tPROG. (b) Evolution of EFE and ETOX as a function of tRET for varying tPROG. 
When sufficient electrons are stored at the floating nodes (tPROG = 1 ms ans 10 ms), 


































































































7.4.3. Dipole Relaxation Effect 
Dipole relaxation practically follows the same switching behavior as dipole 
alignment according to the description in the statistical model. Initial back–switching 
in domains is rapid aided by high Edp generated after program operation. This process 
determines the retention time (tRET,DRAM) in the DRAM mode.  Fig. 7-6 (a) depicts the 
retention characteristics of PSW following the program operation with varying tPROG. 
Dipole randomization process is faster for thicker adjoining dielectrics and 
ferroelectrics with smaller activation field. Secondly, with the exception of their initial 
separation immediately after program, all PSW retention curves practically merge into 
one another. This can be explained from Eq. (4). For every increasing step in tPROG, 
and consequent increase in PSW, the residual PSW retention time increases by the back–
switching time for that incrementally switched domain. This suggests that every 
additional tPROG spent on increasing PSW offers diminishing returns in the retention 
state.   
However, with sufficient contribution from the injected electrons, PSW 
retention characteristics for the Flash mode display a lateral right shift in tRET from 
those for the DRAM mode (see Fig. 7-6 (a) PSW plot for tPROG = 10 ms). For the same 
magnitude of residual PSW, the ferroelectric experiences smaller Edp with stored 




Figure 7-7 Band diagram for the hybrid gate stack in retention condition at tRET = 0 
seconds and 10 seconds, showing ~ 50 % reduction in EFE and reversal of polarity in 
ETOX. The device is previously programmed at VPROG = –8 V for 10 ms 
 
Fig. 7-6 (b) shows the evolution of EFE and ETOX with tRET after different tPROG. 
All Edp plots eventually merge into one another, as expected from the model. It should 
be noticed that retention EFE immediately after a long program operation (tPROG > 1 
ms) is ~50 % of the EFE at the beginning of the program operation and can be even 
higher than that at the end of program pulse. Let us compare this case to the ETOX in 
conventional Flash memory. In Flash, the retention ETOX is an order of magnitude 
lower than ETOX during program operation This is the primary reason why Flash 


























demonstrates tRET/tPROG ratios in excess of 10
12
. For the hybrid device, the asymmetry 
between EFE at tPROG = 0
+
 and tRET = 0
+
 is inherently low (~ 2) compared to the same 
asymmetry for ETOX in Flash memory (~10). This diminished field asymmetry (high 
EFE at tRET = 0
+
) justifies the accelerated randomization of aligned polarization and 
limits the tRET/tPROG ratio in the DRAM mode.  
Fig. 7-6 (b) also shows that ETOX in the hybrid device aids electron injection 
from the gate during retention state in the DRAM mode. However, ETOX undergoes 
interesting dynamics in the Flash mode retention characteristics.  Immediately after 
program, due to high PSW, ETOX still opposes the escape of stored electrons to the gate, 
as shown in Fig. 7-6 (b). This confirms that ΔVTH loss in short retention times for 
Flash mode strictly arises from back–switching domains. With gradual reduction in 
residual PSW, ETOX is observed to change polarity. Apart from the geometry 
parameters, the ETOX polarity–reversal–tRET depends on the total PSW and stored 
electron density. Fig. 7-7 displays the band diagram of the hybrid device in retention 
condition immediately after program and after substantial loss in residual PSW that 
generates ETOX polarity reversal. The device is initially programmed in the Flash mode 
by VPROG = –8 V for 10 ms.  
Depolarization and read disturb have a vital consequence on the measured 
memory window in ferroelectric devices. Every measurement setup constitutes an 
inherent delay between program and read operation that should be accounted in 
making accurate predictions on ΔVTH. Measurements on the hybrid devices were 
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performed by Keithley SCS 4200 source–measure unit and this delay was ~ 1 second 
for the program–read setup [18].  
 
 
Figure 7-8 (a) Total ΔVTH retained after 1 second retention plotted as a function of 
tPROG. The measured data for the hybrid device at VPROG = –8 V is also shown for 
comparison. (b) Difference between PSW immediately after program and residual 
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Fig. 7-8 (a) shows the simulated total ΔVTH after 1 second dipole relaxation in 
reasonable agreement with the measured results (for VPROG = –8 V) on the hybrid 
device. Fig. 7-8 (b) draws a comparison between PSW immediately after program (tRET 
= 0) and residual PSW after 1 second as a function of tPROG. For the present geometry, 
residual PSW in DRAM mode is seen to saturate at 1 µC/cm
2
 for 1 s relaxation time. 
This behavior is also reflected in total ΔVTH saturation at ~0.3 V in Fig. 7-8 (a). For the 
specific case of VPROG = –8 V, the value of PSW =  1 µC/cm
2
 is obtained after tPROG = 9 
µs . As discussed previously, any further increase in tPROG may yield no improvement 
in retained PSW after 1 second retention. In practical applications of the hybrid 
memory in DRAM mode, device geometry and material parameters need to be 
optimized to yield sufficient residual PSW at the end of tRET,DRAM. 
As tPROG advances, there is a subsequent rise in this residual PSW when the 
device transitions into the Flash mode. The injected electrons favor the retention of an 
increased fraction of the aligned dipoles for any tRET. This transition occurs at tPROG = 
0.1 ms for VPROG = –8 V. The simulation results for the Flash mode provide reasonable 
concurrence to measured ΔVTH in moderate tPROG (30 µs – 3 ms). However, this 
matching is seen to deviate for tPROG > 3 ms. The small PZT conduction band barrier 
height observed from the metal NC Fermi level likely promotes high charge loss and 
early saturation in electron storage on Au NCs during program operation.   The present 
simulation does not consider this electron–out–tunneling effect and therefore predicts 






Figure 7-9 (a) Simulation of ΔVTH transient during program and subsequent retention 
in the DRAM mode for two different VPROG and tPROG. (b) ΔVTH transient during 
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Fig. 7-9 (a) depicts the ΔVTH transient for program and subsequent retention 
condition in the DRAM mode. A short 100 ns program pulse at VPROG = –10 V is 
shown to generate ΔVTH > 0.25 V. As the resulting PSW is less than 1 µC/cm
2
, there is 
negligible polarization lost in the first 10
2
 seconds of retention. For a longer program 
operation at VPROG =  –8 V, the graph depicts considerable PSW loss in moderate 
retention time scales (0.1 – 102 seconds).  
Program and retention transients in the Flash mode for the same values of 
VPROG are depicted in Fig. 7-9 (b). For continued program at VPROG = –8 V, secondary 
switching in PSW assisted by electron storage is visible. The sudden dip in the total 
ΔVTH at the beginning of retention transient is the effect of accelerated dipole back–
switching induced by high Edp. As seen from the figure, this initial relaxation time 
scales (~10–100 µs) can be shorter than those for electron tunneling and secondary 
dipole switching.  
As discussed previously, ferroelectric switching for EFE below 70 kV/cm 
cannot be fitted accurately to the simplified switching model. Further, the retention 
simulations only capture the electron leakage from Au NCs by direct tunneling to the 
gate. In practice, other leakage mechanisms like inter–NC charge sharing and trap–
assisted tunneling from the tunnel oxide ultimately limit the retention time in discrete 
NC–based memories [36]. All these effects need to be modeled with careful 
calibration to precisely predict the retention dynamics for the Flash mode in longer 
time scales (10
3–108 seconds). Lastly, the simulations presented in this chapter, 
especially those on high–speed program and short–time retention transients in the 
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DRAM mode, are primarily dependent on the switching characteristics of the 
ferroelectric film. These material properties are often strong functions of the film 
thickness, elemental composition, and the deposition and anneal conditions [36]-[37]. 
Therefore, optimization of these material parameters is essential to determine an ideal 
design space for the hybrid device under DRAM and Flash mode operational 
specifications.   
7.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented a generalized method to simulate program and 
retention characteristics in ferroelectric and charge hybrid memories.  The approach 
solves for the evolution of ferroelectric polarization in continually varying applied 
field by a statistical switching model and couples these dynamics with the 
electrostatics and tunneling current calculations in the hybrid gate stack. Polarization 
switching data from PZT capacitors was used to extract the model parameters and the 
resulting predictions on PZT–Au NC hybrid memory were shown to be in reasonable 
agreement to the measured results. The model also verified the dual–speed program 
process and the factors influencing this phenomenon. Effect of depolarization in short 
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CHAPTER 8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
 
8.1 Summary of Major Contributions  
 
The major contributions accomplished towards working for this dissertation 
are briefly summarized as follows: 
1. Developed a novel 10-T nonvolatile-SRAM memory by integration of low-
voltage metal-nanocrystal PMOS Flash transistors in the conventional 6-T 
SRAM design. The circuit was designed to perform store/erase operations 
without interfering with the regular SRAM operation and not consuming any 
bias current. Spice-level simulations performed after calibration of the Flash 
cell to measured results depicted substantial performance enhancement in 
check-pointing operations with immunity to process and supply voltage 
variations at massively parallel scales compared to competing designs based on 
PC-RAM and FeRAM [1]-[2]. 
2. Proposed the integration of self-assembled ordered nanopores in the tunneling 
oxide and storage layer of charge-trap Flash memory. This work was the first 
investigation into studying the effects of intentional as well as unintentional 
porosity in Flash memory device. The results clearly suggested that nanopores 
altered the program and retention characteristics providing higher tunneling 
efficiencies and longer retention at the cost of smaller memory window. 
3. Introduced a novel hybrid memory design that integrated a complementary 
switching mechanism between ferroelectric polarization and nonvolatile charge 
injection. The two mechanisms were shown to aid each other in providing 
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better memory performance. The gate-injection of electrons into floating nodes 
situated above the ferroelectric added to the total memory window of the 
hybrid device. During retention, these stored electrons partially compensated 
the ferroelectric polarization that reduced the depolarization in ferroelectric 
and electron escape from the tunnel oxide simultaneously. The first generation 
of such devices made from PVDF polymer showed larger memory window and 
longer retention over conventional FE-FETs. 
4. Discovered the unique characteristics of evolution of electric field in a 
ferroelectric-dielectric compound stack under constant voltage stress. At the 
beginning of the voltage pulse, the field inside the ferroelectric is high that 
promotes accelerated domain alignment. The aligned dipoles add to the total 
displacement in the ferroelectric and in turn diminish the electric field with 
increase in polarization. This leads to field enhancement in the adjoining oxide. 
This unique two-step mechanism was proposed to be exploited in the hybrid 
device to promote dual-switching speed hybrid memory with integration of fast 
switching oxide-based ferroelectric material. 
5. Demonstrated a low-voltage dual-speed hybrid memory based on the proposed 
two-step mechanism by integration of PZT as the ferroelectric and Au 
nanocrystals as charge storage nodes. The devices displayed two modes of 
program with sub-10-V operation: 1) fast DRAM-like mode with sub-100 ns 
switching in ferroelectric depicting ~0.2 V memory window and short 
retention and 2) slower Flash-like mode arising from electron tunneling into 
Au NCs which resulted in higher memory window (~0.8 V) and longer 
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retention. The two memory mechanisms were shown to be clearly discernibly 
at all program pulses.  
6. Proposed a generalized method to model the program and retention dynamics 
in the dual-speed hybrid memory by integration of a part-by-part ferroelectric 
switching model into a conventional Flash memory dynamics simulation. The 
model correctly predicted the enhancement of fields in the ferroelectric and the 
tunnel oxide in the two-step program mechanism. The model predictions were 
shown to be in reasonable agreement with the measurements performed on the 
PZT-Au NC devices.   
8.2 Suggestions for future work 
1. Performance evaluation of the hybrid memory in DRAM and Flash mode is 
necessary for understanding its applications to embedded low-power 
applications. There is a design trade-off involved in optimizing the DRAM 
mode by improving the thickness of the ferroelectric layer with the Flash mode 
that benefits from a thicker tunnel oxide. Further, there are different 
ferroelectric materials available for integration in the hybrid device today and 
yet there is no clear understanding into the switching properties of these 
materials and their impact on performance. For example, a fast switching 
ferroelectric also depolarizes rapidly during retention and therefore there is a 
need for investigation of new and existing ferroelectric materials that optimize 
the fast-programming in polarization, yet meeting the targeted retention in the 
DRAM mode.  
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2. With the possibility of thin-film ferroelectric HfO2 [3]-[5], hybrid devices may 
be further pushed into the realms of sub-5 V nonvolatile memory devices. 
Program and erase mechanism in the hybrid device does not involve high 
current specifications like resistance switching devices, making them truly 
viable in NAND or NOR like architectures in storage class memory 
applications.  
3. Cell-to-cell interference is the primary bottleneck for scaling of Flash memory 
devices today. We need to investigate such interference in ferroelectric 
transistors by studying the dynamics of polarization-coupling in off-axis 
configurations. Detailed 3-D simulations must be undertaken after evaluating 
the complete dielectric tensor properties of the ferroelectric thin film to 
estimate the cross-talk between adjacent cells and the impact of charge storage 




Figure 8-1 The concept of Paraelectric Tunnel Junction as an effective tunnel barrier  
 
4. The idea of nonlinear dielectric response in the ferroelectric can be extended to 
bring about steep switching in tunnel diodes.  This is shown in Fig. 8-1. The 
forward switching curve in the ferroelectric can be utilized to create sharper 
switching. The properties of such a tunnel barrier are analogous to a 
paraelectric response that is right-shifted in the D-E characteristics. Right-shift 
along the D-E characteristics can be obtained by placing fixed charge at the 
thin film interface by chemical or electrical doping. Let us compare this barrier 
to a conventional right-shifted dielectric barrier (Fig. 8-1). The electric field 
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and the net displacement in the paraelectric and the competing dielectric during 
‘OFF’ and ‘ON’ state are shown in the figure. At the offset field (EOFFSET), the 
paraelectric tunnel barrier goes through displacement reversal due to the 
polarization reversal in the atomic dipoles. This creates a huge resulting 
change in displacement at the source injection barrier, increasing the carrier 
concentration instantaneously. The dielectric barrier on the other hand, goes 
through a slow transition in displacement that is only aided by electronic 
polarization. In effect, for the same magnitude of change in the voltage applied 
across the two barriers, the paraelectric barrier creates larger change in carrier 
concentration compared to dielectric barrier. This leads to steeper change in 




Figure 8-2 I-V characteristics comparison between a right-shifted paraelectric (blue) 
and a dielectric (green) tunnel barrier 
 
Fig. 8-2 shows the simulated I-V characteristics for the paraelectric barrier 
compared to a dielectric barrier for different EOFFSET. The paraelectric material 
and electrical properties are also mentioned in the figure. We can see an 
effective improvement of ~ 50 X in the ON current characteristics with the 
introduction of the paraelectric for the same OFF-state leakage in both 
structures. As a proof-of-concept, a forward curve in the ferroelectric 
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hysteresis may be used to demonstrate such sharper switching in ferroelectric 
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